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LAS VEGAS Some new 50 HD Radio products will available
this year. Ford soon will install HD Radio in the dash as standard
or optional equipment depending on the car model. And smaller,
lower-power-consuming IBOC chipsets are ready for receiver
manufacturers.
These are among the news items coming out of the 2008 CES
convention, where the industry gets its first look at consumer electronics products expected to make headlines in the months ahead.
A year ago, CES news included car converters for HD Radio
amid some 25 products displayed; and smaller chipsets to go
into portables were still in development at that time.
The overall theme of the show in 2008 was connectivity.
For audio, several presenters said, consumers want the same
level of entertainment in their cars that they have in their homes
— whether that means including factory options in the dash or
making it easy for consumers to connect their portable audio
devices into the car.
Several devices were showcased that use the word "radio" but
are meant to deliver entertainment to the user but not tethered to
atraditional tower or station.
Here are highlights from CES of interest to radio including news
about HD Radio. Satellite-related products will follow next issue.
SAMSUNG HD-R CHIPSET
AVAILABLE TO MANUFACTURERS
Receiver chipsets from Samsung and SiPort that can receive
the HD-R signal, cost less and consume less power are available
to device makers.
The Samsung chip could be in portable devices in the second half

of the year, according to Ibiquity President/CEO Robert Struble.
"Radio needs to be on devices that people carry. People aren't
buying transistor radios anymore. It's important to be on MP3
players, cell phones, personal navigation devices, because that's
what people have on them."
The Samsung IC is built around asingle-chip RF1F peripheral processor SHDR100A, the SDHR200A HD Radio main
processor and two memory chips (RAM and flash). The periphsee CES, page 3
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by capital constraints, which we expect to
loosen in the second half," stated George
Reed, managing director of MSG.
It predicts an "unprecedented" volume
of stations will change hands this year,
the most since passage of the 1996
Telecom Act.

A Big Year in
Station Trading
Ahead?
Brokerage and valuation firm Media
Services Group predicts that small- to
medium- market radio properties will
trade at 7 to 9 times broadcast cash flow
during 2008, and 9to 11 times cash flow
for larger markets.
"We think the industry is resetting
pricing, and expect the year to be recordsetting in terms of station trading volume.
The first half of the year will be affected

Nevada Tower
Firm Closes
VISTA, Calif. Tower Structures has
closed.

The tower firm had been in business
about 40 years. The closing was first

reported by the newsletter CGC
Communicator, which published a note
from executive Steve Hopkins citing a
"perfect storm of unfortunate occurrences" over the past three years.
"I am now working for a company
called Comsite Hardware that acquired
the antenna mount and cable support portion of Tower Structures. Iwill also be
available for consulting for transmitter
site construction." He can be reached via
e-mail at hopkins@comsitehardware.corn.
Hopkins joined the company as afield
superintendent in 1974 and became president in 1986. At one point the company
had more than 140 employees and built
towers from Nigeria to Abu Dabi to Japan.

Hopkins said archive tower drawings
are available via e-mail at towe rd rawings @ aol.com.

News Roundup
DELPHI will design the first Worldspace
satellite radio receiver for the European
aftermarket, based on areference design
developed by the satcaster. Delphi will be
a lead designer for its European OEM
receiver and reception system applications. The receivers are slated to be ready
in 2009 to coincide with WorldSpace's
launch in Italy.
P- E FEARS: FCC Commissioner
Michael Copps said a worsening economy might lead to private-equity companies breaking up or shutting down media
companies they have acquired. He wants
the FCC to investigate the trend.

h
The Evolution Series
A SINGLE E- SERIES surface and E- SAT
audio frame can behave just like astandalone console, with your controls in the
console surface and your ins, outs and
mixing in a studio frame.

FCC PROBE: Members of both parties
in Congress had warned FCC Chairman
Kevin Martin they would begin an investigation into how the agency conducts its
business if he went ahead with avote to
ease cross-ownership rules. The commission did so; now the House Commerce
Committee has begun aformal investigation into the FCC's regulatory procedures "to determine if they are being
conducted in a fair, open, efficient and
transparent manner," the committee told
him in aletter.
"This investigation will also address a
growing number of allegations received
by the committee relating to management
practices that may adversely affect the
agency's operation," stated committee
chair Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich.
See NEWSWATCH, page 16
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SIPORT UNVEILS
SINGLE CHIP IC FOR HDR
Meanwhile, semiconductor company
SiPort displayed what its engineers say is a
single-chip solution for the portable market
to select attendees at its suite in the Hilton.
SiPort Vice President of Engineering
Aiman Kabakibo told Radio World in an
exclusive interview his company's chip con-

Photo by Leslie Siimson

Continued from page 1

eral and main processor require 70 mW
and 80 mW of power, respectively. Total
power consumption is some 180 mW,
according to Samsung.
Getting power consumption down to conserve battery life was key; Ibiquity's goal is
to allow auser aday's worth of power
before needing acharge, Struble said. "The
lower power you have, the longer the battery
life. You're in the game," he said.
The price goes down as the size and power consumption drops as well, said &ruble.
who declined to go into specifics.
The chip will be the first to support conditional access without the addition of another
chip, according to Ibiquity and NDS.
Conditional access demos in Ibiquity's
booth — along with engineering examples
of an HD Radio station played over an
MP3 player and live over acell phone provided by Mobicom — used the Samsung
HD-R chips.

radioworld.com

NEWS

One demo in Ibiquity's booth
was an engineering example of an
HD Radio station played live over a
cell phone provided by Mobicom,
using Samsung FID-R chips.
feature, designed to make it easier for
consumers to buy songs from Apple's
iTunes store after they hear it on an HD
Rah() station. Polk, Sony. JBL and Alpine
iPod-docking radios were on display. The
Polk I-Sonic Entertainment System 2 has

Sony unveiled anew IBOC tuner and
HD Radio tabletop model that's also an
iPod dock. The tuner, the XDR-F1HD, is
due out in March, retailing for about $ 100,
while the tabletop with iTunes tagging
capability, the XDR-S1OHDiP, is slated for
summer release and will list for about $ 180.
Alpine featured anew HD-R tuner that
it's calling the first to introduce iTunes
tagging to an automotive radio. The TUAT550HD allows for the addition of other
audio sources, such as satellite radio,
USB-based MP3 players and Bluetooth.
The TUA-T550HD is slated for March
availability with alist price of $ 150.
Apple iTunes tagging is available
through the new tuner with Alpine's iDAX100 Digital Media Receiver, IVAW505
double- DIN Mobile Multimedia Station
and the iDA-X 100M Marine Digital
Media Receiver. Availability is slated for
spring with list price pegged at $400,
$1,100 and $450 respectively.
JBL introduced a high-performance
loudspeaker dock with HD Radio; the
400IHD also serves as an iPod dock and
decodes satellite radio signals. JBL said
the unit will ship to retailers in the spring
and retail for just under $300.
Dual's new lineup includes three new
HD Radio receivers, one of which features iPod connectivity. This unit, the
XHD7720, will list for just under $250.
The XDM7615 features a motorized
faceplate for access to its CD handling functions while the XDM6350 features frontpanel USB connectivity. The XDM7615
will list for just under $ 200 and the

I ,eadio World
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sumes roughly 120 to 125 mW of power.
The chip, in development since 2005,
can also support DAB and DAB+, RDS
and the FM subcarrier-based MSN Direct
signal in addition to HD Radio and
Terrestrial Digital Multimedia Broadcast.
Digital Radio Mondiale is also on the
company's radar screen, he said.
"In order for us to achieve the lowest
power [consumption] and footprint we
had to start with aclean piece of paper
and do this from the ground up so we
could optimize for power:' he said.
The company displayed two prototype
MP3 players with integrated FM HD-R
receivers using its chip.
A company spokesman said SiPort
expects to launch its chip with major customers this summer.

800-426-8434

been available for just under $500; the
others are shipping later in the year.
One car's dashboard included Microsoft
Sync, avoice-activated in-car communication and entertainment system, which
allows adriver to tell the radio to shuttle
among several audio sources, including
satellite radio as well as analog AM and
FM or MP3 players. Available now on 12
Ford models, Sync will soon work with
HD Radio, according to Ibiquity Vice
President, Mobile Automotive Products
Dave Salerni.
Ford will use aunit from Peripheral, an
OEM integration device maker, under the
dash to incorporate HD- R into the Sync
system; the timing is up to the automaker,
although aPeripheral spokesman said he
expected approval by this month. Read
more about Sync at syncmyride.com.
NEW HD-R TABLETOPS,
Peripheral Electronics, the OEM inteAUTO RECEIVERS IN 2008
gration division of AAMP of America,
added new GM vehicles to its applications
for the PXAMG Automotive Media
The number of available receiver modGateway, joining Ford, Lincoln and
els from manufacturers shows steady
Mercury vehicles. Peripheral says its gategrowth; more than 25 booths showed HDway is the first interface to bring the Wod,
R products for atotal of more than 50 HD
HD Radio and other portable media prodRadio-related items.
Ibiquity had its largest booth ever at a ucts into the vehicle.
Pioneer introduced its first HD Radio
CES.
tuner at an unspecific price. JVC's new
The company showcased new iPodHD-R tuner will retail for $99.
docking radios that include the tagging

XDM6350 will retail for just under $ 150.
New tabletop brands for the HD-R market include Audiovox's Acoustic Research
brand, Coby, iLive, LG and Jensen.
LG Electronics Tabletop Audio
System, the PC12, is LG's first audio system to offer HD Radio technology. In
addition to playing AM and FM stations
broadcasting in HD sound, the PC12 displays broadcast information including station name, artists and song titles. Other
features include iPod Direct Docking station; clock, alarm and sleep functions; CD
playback and single-disc vacuum-loading
vertical slot; and USB media host for
playing MP3 and WMA files.
FORD BUILDS ON INSTALL
PROGRAM; OTHER
AUTOMAKERS TO FOLLOW?
Building on an announcement at the
fall NAB Radio Show regarding dealerinstalled HD-R receivers, Ford now says it
will include HD Radio as standard or
optional equipment in Ford, Mercury and
Lincoln vehicles in calendar year 2009.
The automalcer did not release details
about what models would carry the unit
as standard or optional; broadcast engineers queried by RW said they assumed
See CES, page 5
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In Movies as in Radio, Content Reigns
On assignment for NRB Daily News, a
sister publication to RW, Irecently had
the opportunity to talk with Mark Zoradi,
one of Hollywood's most influential
executives.
We discussed trends in motion pictures
for my story in the Daily, which NRB convention attendees will read on site. But I
was struck as well by certain parallels with
radio that Zoradi unintentionally raised.
As president of the Walt Disney
Motion Pictures Group, Zoradi oversees
worldwide distribution and marketing of
Disney and Touchstone Pictures films.
Past jobs include marketing director for
the Disney Channel, director of sales for
Buena Vista Pictures Distribution,
VP/GM of Buena Vista Television and
then president of international theatrical
marketing and distribution organization
Buena Vista International, which under
his guidance earned more than $ 1billion
at the international box office for 12 consecutive years.
This successful executive's approach
to his own industry can offer us several
useful reminders.

Disney Home Video.
These are challenging to the future
success of motion pictures, just as they
are in radio. But he reminded me that the
cinema is acentury old and that over the
years, many, many people have sung its
death hymn prematurely.
Does that sound familiar?
Radio adapted when TV arrived, he
said. TV adapted when cable came along.
VCRs didn't kill off movie-making.
Lesson: Don't let all the new media hype

What business are y
in? — In radio
we like to say content is king; but how
often we forget it.
Zoradi puts it this way about the
Disney philosophy: "We're in the motion
picture business. The essence of agreat
motion picture is telling awonderful story. It starts and ends with the story. We
try to never start amovie if we're not passionate about the story it's telling. It's the
essence of what we're trying to do."
How many people in radio can speak
so clearly about what we do? Understand
that we are in the business not of selling
commercials but of creating compelling
audio content that serves our listeners and
clients.
Or as Zoradi has put it before, "Year
after year, good product wins."

Smart businesses can flourish in hard
times. — Iasked Zoradi how the recent
talk of recession affects his work day to
day.
"From the world Ilive in at the Walt
Disney Studios, if you look back historically, consumers around the world, not
just in America, even in times of recessions, go to the movies. The same is true
in regard to home entertainment.
"I'm hopeful our business is not
adversely affected by potential recession;
it's amedium where you can entertain an
entire family with aDVD or take them
out to arelatively inexpensive evening at
the theater."
Radio too is well positioned to take
advantage of asour economic mood by
highlighting our free, compelling audio
content — and creating more of it.

Change is scary but it need not be
fatal. — Zoradi knows all about the boom
in consumer media choices including
iPods, video games, DVRs and cellphones. In fact he began his career in
1980 as marketing manager for Walt

houses now; 35 mm won't be the dominant mode of exhibition, truly, in the next
five years," he continued, suggesting that
his industry should not be afraid to
embrace digital projection. When theaters
do change over, it simply means the way
the movie is shown in the theater will
change. "It will allow the exhibitor more
flexibility in scheduling and in quality."
Digital can offer great benefits to
radio, as well. Too many people run from
it because it is achange in their familiar

The cinema is a century old now and
over the years, many, many people have
sung its death hymns prematurely.
Does that sound familiar?
or years of flat radio revenue growth get
you too down about our industry. Choose
instead to be one of the people who are
remaking the radio business model for a
new millennium.

Don't fear digital. — The next 12 to
36 months will bring the motion picture
industry to adigital tipping point, Zoradi
said.
"There are several thousand digital

way of doing things, rather than exploring the benefits it may offer.
Understand your local audience. —
Disney has agreat deal at stake in how it
exports its American-based, Americangenerated entertainment.
It invests in local staffing of 27 offices
around the world and takes great care in
dubbing, subtitling and marketing.
For example, Zoradi says, when distributing amovie with astrong comedic
angle in Japan, Disney may play up the
emotional angle to the story more
"because the emotions travel well, where
comedy is more culturally sensitive. You
do that having people on the ground who
understand that culture."
While Disney's international marketing is not directly comparable to U.S.
radio, the underlying point is that the
company knows it needs to understand
the local market where the product plays.
Localism, or at least an investment in
local awareness, is key.

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
-We're making afew less, but we're
putting more into each one," Zoradi said.
When you do that, you can be choosier.
Radio can learn from this. In our chase
to explore exciting new media outlets, we
must not dilute our core product. Just
because acluster has five Internet streams
and 10 multicast channels doesn't mean
we are producing quality on each of
those, much less our main air product.
In fact, without aconscious commitment to quality, it may mean just the
opposite.

If you are headed to the NRB convention in Nashville next month, you can see
Mark Zoradi along with talented animator Glen Keane speak at the Sunday
evening session "The Power of aStory."
Visit www.nrbconvention.org.
RW's convention preview appears in
our March 1issue.
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Continued from page 3

higher-end models would include HD
Radio as standard.
Ford did not clarify when in 2009 HDR units could be ordered.
That year, HD-R receivers will join other OEM technologies — including Sync
and the company's next-generation of navigation with Sirius Travel Link — offered
in Ford, Lincoln and Mercury vehicles.
Ibiquity President/CEO Bob Struble
and several broadcast group engineers
believe other automakers will follow.
HD Radio would be ordered by dealers
to be available in certain cars on the lot, or
customers could specify HD-R when they
order acar, he said.
One observer at the convention, NPR
Vice President/Chief Technology Officer
Mike Starling, said for Ford to be
announcing "such abroad commitment
this early" is significant.
"Automalcers typically shy aware from
telling you about important new services
coming which would put off your purchase for another year. I'm expecting others in the Big Three to announce HD
Radio plans — especially given the new
functionality of iTunes tagging, low current drain chipsets — allowing the HD
Radio to handle background functions
like Tivo-style recording — and emerging
datacast opportunities!'
Critics say it can't happen soon
enough. One broadcast group engineer
told Radio World 2009 seems far away;

another said, "The steady growth we're
seeing in HD Radio will be accelerated."
Pricing was not announced. That
alarms Mercury Research President Mark
Ramsey, who wrote on his Hear2.0 blog,
"Standard' is the difference between
acceptance, even at the margin, and none.
'Option,' whether factory- or dealerinstalled, is no-man's land:'
GM executives did not reply to a
request for information about whether the
company is considering equipping factory-installed HD Radios in the dash.
Also at CES, Ford announced it plans
review its dealer network in North
America and slash spending on building
vehicle prototypes in half over three years.
Ford, in materials for apresentation to
analysts in Detroit, also said it plans to
decentralize its North American marketing and sales spending. Ford has cut more
than 120 Ford, Lincoln and Mercury dealers in the past couple of years.
Meanwhile, in afirst for CES, the head
of a U.S automaker delivered akeynote
address.
General Motors Chairman/CEO Rick
Wagoner arrived on the stage in acar and
used the occasion to introduce two cars in
advance of the North American Auto
Show, the Chevy Volt and Cadillac
Provoq. The Volt is an electric car, the
Provoq is hydrogen-fueled.
Wagoner said cars are becoming less
mechanical and more like computers with
sophisticated electronics.

Radio's progress in large markets, radio
engineers who spoke with RW are concerned about when and whether stations
in the next tier, those in mid-size markets,
are ready to convert their facilities to
IBOC.
While some 1,600 stations are on the
air with at least one HD signal, some
sources say transmission equipment sales
have slowed, asign that the rollout is saturated in the largest markets.
Meanwhile, broadcast business analyst
Bishop Cheen at Wachovia Capital
Markets stated recently in aclient note
that while he sees HDTV as the killer app
for television, he projects only a "potential modest lift" from HD Radio as new
digital radio channels are slowly rolled
out. Wachovia analysts do not believe the
upside of HD Radio will be of the same
magnitude of HDTV, "but it may help stabilize a currently weakened medium,"
they said in a2008 forecast.
Broadcasters face financial challenges
as local radio sales are projected to
remain relatively flat for the seventh
straight year.
"The auto industry, which contributes
roughly 16 percent of radio and 25 percent of TV revenues, has been struggling
to find stability along with afragile retail
economy," wrote Cheen and Davis
Hebert, who handle high yield bond
research for radio, TV and outdoor at
Wachovia.
"Rising gas prices will likely curtail
time spent listening. Audience measurement via ashift to acurrently glitchy people meter is also problematic, especially
for radio."

HD-R'S PROGRESS?
While Ibiquity is upbeat about HD

I Radio World

MSN DIRECT HD DEMOED
Microsoft and Clear Channel demoed
their subscription data delivery service that
uses anetwork of digital FM subcarriers.
Dual Electronics, Microsoft and
Ibiquity showed prototype receivers for
the HD-R version of the service, dubbed
"MSN Direct HD."
Clear Channel station KWNR(FM) in
Henderson, Nev., broadcast the MSN
Direct data using the data portion of the
HD Radio signal.
Clear Channel previously announced its
intentions to support MSN Direct HD over
its FM HD Radio stations; plans are for
MSN Direct HD to launch asuite of location-based content including Clear Channel
traffic as well as other services including
radio program guide, weather, gas prices,
movie information, news and stocks.
"We need to be able to provide data in
ways customers want it," Clear Channel
Radio Executive Vice President of
Distribution Development Jeff Littlejohn
said. In addition to analog radio, "we need
to provide it over HD Radio, cell phones,
because customers want it that way. We
can't restrict ourselves to the way we
want to send it."
MOBILE VIDEO
PROTOTYPES UNVEILED
LG and Kenwood displayed a mobile
video project with Harris.
Kenwood's R&D team is working on
the implementation using an LG chipset;
the project, to be field-tested this month
on TV stations by the Open Mobile Video
See CES, page 6
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Balanced Analog Output

Distribution Amplifier

Digital Converter
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Power Locally or Centrally by StudioHub+
All products power indepedently with a
wall power supply or via "DC- Link" as
part of your StudioHub+ wiring system.

Studios

5

The Universal Standard for Broadcast Interconnect
Radio Systems, Inc. • 6oi Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000 • Fax: 856-467-3044 • www.studiohub.com
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Continued from page 5

Coalition, is at the concept stage, said
Kenwood's Mike Bergman.
The concept, which would support
multicasting, would be an upgrade to the
DTV standard. Kenwood has created
prototype terrestrial in- car DTV
receivers based on the MPH ( MobilePedestrian- Handheld) in- band mobile
DTV system, developed by Harris, LO
Electronics and its U.S. R&D subsidiary,
Zenith. The devices feature 7- inch
screens for back-seat viewing. Kenwood
did not announce specific MPH models
or pricing.
LO displayed prototype incorporating
the MPH technology such as mobile

February 13, 2008

NEWS
phones, personal DTVs and aLaptop PC
"dongle" that connects through the USB
port and turns aTV into aportable DTV.
ATSC digital television — which was
optimized for transmission to fixed
receivers — will be the only high-power
broadcast television service in the United
States after February 2009, when highpower analog broadcasting ends.
Kenwood believes MPH represents a
significant upgrade to ATSC, allowing
excellent DTV reception performance in
cars, even at highway speeds.
ALLIANCE PARTNERS WITH
AGENCY ON RADIO CAMPAIGN
The HD Digital Radio Alliance partnered with marketing and ad agency
GSD&M's Idea City on aradio campaign
to drive consumer adoption of HD Radio.

Idea City will develop the creative and
produce commercials for the year- long
campaign set to begin this month on
alliance members' stations in the top 100
markets. The participants value the campaign at $230 million. That figure represents the value of alliance member airtime
and time spent creating the ads.
"Over the last two years, we have raised
consumer awareness of HD Radio to 77
percent, and we've worked alongside
automakers and retailers to ensure broad
consumer awareness and access," stated
alliance President/CEO Peter Ferrara.
Idea City earlier launched a national
campaign for BMW's rollout of HD Radio
that, the alliance said, "resulted in ameasurable increase in HD Radio adoption by
BMW buyers and enhanced partnerships
with other auto manufacturers, including
Volvo. Ford, Hyundai, Mini and Jaguar?'

GREAT RAM is AN ART FORivi

Cambridge Consultants say its lona
Cube is a fun concept in low-cost,
WiFi-enabled Internet radio.
The marketing strategy for the new
campaign will highlight HD Radio's ability to deliver higher quality and increased
choice without amonthly fee.
The ads feature "desperate voice messages to aguy from his old analog radio,"
urging its owner to ignore the features and
benefits of HD Radio.
Some programmers believe the ads go
too far in positioning analog radio in a
poor light. But Diane Warren, newly promoted to executive vice president of the
alliance, told Radio World the new ads are
not making fun of analog, but rather are
meant to get consumers' attention so they
will replace their radios.
... AND UPS WARREN
The HD Digital Radio Alliance promoted Diane Warren to executive vice
president.
She had been senior vice president of
marketing and communications.
The alliance said Warren has been the
primary liaison for HD Radio marketing
partners, and was instrumental in helping
to secure a number of distribution deals,
including Wal-Mart and RadioShack. She
directed the alliance's ad campaigns and
other marketing components focused on
the nationwide rollout of HD Radio
broadcasts.
Warren also has been primary point
person for the NAB's HD Radio
Marketing Task Force.
She will expand her management of
relationships with HD Radio receiver
makers, radio stations and press.
IONA CUBE IS LOW-COST
WIFI RADIO

MOSAIC - ART MEETS TECHNOLOGY
Logitek helps your talent bring that art to life with the Mosaic
powerful Audio Engine router can manage your most challenging

Logitek

on- air or production requirements while providing the reliability and

Console Router Systems

digital console

This versatile, flexible control surface for our

ease of maintenance that your busy operation requires.
Mosaic consoles are available in a variety of frame sizes to
accommodate studios of all dimensions. and useful interfaces are
available for guest stations and simple router control

Logitek Electronic Systems
5622 Edgemoor Drive
Houston TX 77081
713 664 4470 / 800 231 5870
www.logitekaudio.com
,,2008 Logttek Electronic Systems Inc

Numerous manufacturers displayed
"Internet radios" designed to receive
audio streams from the Internet wirelessly
(using WiFi) without the need for acomputer. Among those on display were models by Sangean, Tangent and Revo.
Cambridge Consultants say its lona
Cube is a fun new concept in low-cost,
WiFi-enabled Internet radio.
In a departure from the traditional
push-button user interface, Cambridge
Consultants' new design allows the listener to personalize the Cube to play just
their favorite radio stations or podcasts.
According to research, the average person listens to three to four radio stations
regularly. The Cube has been designed
with this in mind. By turning the Cube
onto one of its four available sides, it will
change to the desired radio station.
A fifth side is dedicated to the speaker
and the final remaining side is dedicated
to switching the radio to the off position.
The Cube can be customized to play the
See CES, page 8
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Impossible Remote?
Nah, You've Got ACCESS.
Meet Another Real-World Super Hero...
Live coverage of Next Big Thing 7, Tampa's 15- band, two- stage, 20,000
screaming fan concert, seemed daunting. But it couldn't have gone smoother
Shark, shown interviewing BERT MCCRACKEN,
lead singer for THE USED, says: " When Comrex
told me that their internal code name for ACCESS
was "THE NEXT BIG THING" Igot it right away.
This IS BIG — Iwas live, on the air, in places Icould
NEVER have gone with regular old technology.
THANKS COMREX!"

for Shark, Cox Radio's 97X Program Director and afternoon host. When
covering an event like this, Shark would narmally be battling for afrequency
with all the wireless mics, and getting back stage to interview all 15 bands
with a live wired mic was just impossible. ACCESS pulled it off without a hitch.
Shark went live with the push of a button and not a care in the world.
Covering even the gnarliest live event is a natural for ACCESS.
ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite,
POTS ( yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS codec and works seamlessly
with Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)—plus some services you may not have even
heard of. Given the challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say
that ACCESS will perform in real time ove- most available IP connections.
Contact Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can make you become a
Real-World Super Hero—wherever you are!

Put Comrex On The Line.
Tc'll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: infc@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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say, LBR surround- encoded
touch the range of program
content can be played back in
offerings; satellite can't
stereo through headphones or
touch the cost," said Com
speakers, and in full surround
One
Executive
Vice
sound using a Neural-THX
President
Christophe
Continued from page 6
Surround home or car enterDissaux.
listener's top four stations.
tainment system, depending on
The Phoenix Radio's new
In an effort to keep the operation simthe capabilities of the receiving
firmware upgrade provides
ple, even the volume button has been
system.
removed; listener twists the Cube to the
improved WiFi quality and
Neural-THX
has
also
stability with aWPA conright to increase the volume and to the left
branched out into gaming. The
nection that is 25 percent
to decrease it.
companies, along with Sierra
faster than the previous verThe Cube uses aWiFi connection to
Entertainment, said Prototype
sion, the company said.
provide achoice of up to 10,000 stations.
would be the first video game
Other new features
Customization of the Cube can be
Corn One says the Phoenix Radio's firmware upgrade
to
feature
Neural-THX
include " Snooze" and
achieved via a number of ways, includprovides improved WiFi quality and stability with
Surround.
Neural-THX
said its
"Sleep"
functions.
ing using aWeb interface.
a \X/PA connection that is 25 percent faster than
technology
enables
its
surFirmware upgrades are
the previous version.
round sound to be extended
DISTRIBUTION
available on all Phoenix
from 5.1 to 7.1 when encoded and
forward, save and replay radio across
GROWS FOR PHOENIX
radios by following prompts on the navireceived on an audio- video receiver,
multiple stations on any radio source —
WIFI RADIO
gation dial.
allowing aricher listening environment.
AM/FM, HD, satellite, WiFi, WiMax and
Firmware upgrades are available online
Prototype goes on sale this fall.
over the Internet. Users can listen to MP3,
700 MHz. The unit is available for inThe Phoenix WiFi Radio from Corn
vehicle, handheld mobile and home use.
ASF, WMA, PCM/WAV and Real Audio.
One is being sold by authorized online
FRAUNHOFER SHOWS HD-AAC
"The future of radio is to integrate conCorn One's Phoenix WiFi Radio is
retailers tigerdirect.com, mobileplanet.com
tent sources and give consumers greater
available online for just under $250.
and buy.com. Distributors include DBL,
Fraunhofer said its new MPEG audio
control over their radio listening choices,"
D&H and Nice Stuff.
3D PROMISES
said Caron Ellis, co-founder and president
codec makes CD collections obsolete.
No computer is needed to listen, just a
The codec, HD-AAC, offers music
RADIO ON DEMAND
of the Boulder, Colo.-based company.
broadband connection and aWiFi gate"We agree with Sirius CEO Mel
encoding "with quality beyond CDs and
way or wireless router. Com One says the
at the same time, iPod compatibility."
Karmazin who told Charlie Rose in 2007,
Phoenix gives users the ability to add any
3D Radio's technology continuously
'The consumer wants to listen when they
The company said the codec is based on
records several radio stations simultaneviable audio source.
the MPEG-4 SLS standard and provides
want, where they want and how they
ously, including the station the user is lisUsers would go through ashort initial
lossless compression of 24- bit quality
want. —
tening to, which 3D Radio plays back as it
setup and register aserial number online
music content.
The Ellis' formed 3D Radio LLC
records.
to create a personal management page.
It is the result of collaboration between
3D is available for device makers to
founders last year. Mike Ellis says he has
This is needed to add astation or podcast
Fraunhofer IIS and the Institute for
patents for interactive program guides,
license and place in products; company
that is not already in the preloaded menu
digital video recorders and interactive TV
Infocomm Research I2R. Fraunhofer is
founders Mike and Caron Ellis seek partlisted by genre, country, state and city.
applications. For more information go to
offering the software for PC and embedners for licensing and business develop"We've reached our Phase 1goal — to
ded devices, including microprocessors or
www.3dradio.corn.
ment relationships.
provide thousands of global listening
DSPs from companies like Analog
Users are able to pause, rewind, skip
choices with free access. Broadcast can't
INTERNET RADIO GOES
Devices, Intel and IBM. An HD-AAC
logo will identify conforming products.
WIRELESS WITH MIROAMER

CES

MORE CONTROL
LESS PROGRAMMING

NEW SCRIPTEASY'm V2 - SIMPLY DRAG AND DROP I/O DATA
AND LOGIC FUNCTIONS TO GENERATE MONITORING
AND CONTROL SCRIPTS

RELIC)

Integrated IP connectivity
New WYSIWYG
MASTERVIEW"" software
Voice DTN1F interface software
9serial ports ( USB. RS232)

T. .
RFOO=

for API, tunneling
CF operating system
Local KVAll support
64 digital inputs
64 control outputs
24 analog inputs

MiRoamer from Australia-based Torian
Wireless is an online portal where users
can access Internet radio content, then customize how they access that content.
Torian says MiRoamer is the first
portable Internet radio system to give users
the ability to wirelessly access all of the
same Internet radio content via portable
hardware devices, from anywhere.
Users have the ability to select from
"hundreds of providers and tens of thousands of Internet radio stations and
streams," creating custom playlists from
those stations, according to the supplier.
When a consumer purchases an
Internet media device that is MiRoamerready, the user can synchronize their
portable or desktop device with the
MiRoamer portal. They can also synchronize their MiRoamer-capable Internet car
radio with their portable device.
The company claims the portal makes the
Internet radio experience, portable and PCbased, as you want it, when you want it.
Targeted marketing is possible based
on user listening habits and can advertise
to users visiting the Portal, according to
the company.
NEURAL-THX, VOICEAGE GO
MOBILE WITH SURROUND

http://vuvvw.relio.us

Miami, FL USA Tel: 305 249 3110
ussales@audemat-aztac.com

www.audemat.com

Neural Audio and codec maker
VoiceAge released mobile audio compression technology called Neural- AMRW+ upgraded with Neural-THX
Surround.
Capable of delivering surround sound
content at bit rates lower than 72 kbps,
they said, the system allows nextgen
mobile services and devices to deliver
TV-like high-quality surround sound content at low bit rates.
Using this technology, the companies

NEWS ROUNDUP:
PERRY PRIESTLY recently left
Ibiquity Digital. Since 2006, he worked
for Scott Stull as director of international
broadcast business development. His
position will be filled, said a company
spokeswoman.
NEURAL AUDIO and VOICEAGE
demoed advanced audio compression
technology in conjunction with the
mobile DTV concept mentioned above.
Demos show good audio quality at 24
kbps and below, according to Neural.
CLEAR CHANNEL's Total Traffic
Network will provide traffic data on several 2008 Volvo models, joining BMW
and Mini Cooper. Jeff Littlejohn said
Volvo has a similar service in Europe
with RDS now, so installing the Clear
Channel traffic service on its vehicles
here is simple for the automaker.
NDS: The company gave demos of its
conditional access capability in Las
Vegas. Spokesman Tom Rucktenwald
said Ibiquity is due to release a new IC
to receiver manufacturers that contains
the conditional access capability this
spring. At the spring NAB he also hopes
to demo what he's calling an ad substitution concept using conditional access
capability.
NRSC: The National Radio Systems
Committee is still working on the latest
update to the IBOC standard, NRSC-5-B.
Members placed the AM Subcommittee
on hiatus; that group, co-chaired by Jeff
Littlejohn and Stan Salek, recently completed an AM bandwidth study..

You know, it was getting
pretty dull around here
before you arrived.

OMNIA ONE: Small Box. Big Attitude.
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Tips on Punching the Right- Sized Hole
by John Bisset

were in the distant past, when as much as
half of the station might be custom-built
by the engineers.
However, nowadays we need to at least

Here's yet another method to hang on
to your copper cables. Cable theft has
included cutting and removing
cables from conduits, so
Copper Keeper is a method of
locking wires or cables in a
conduit, discouraging their
removal.
The cables are run through
four slots or pockets in arubber
stopper. This is inserted into the
conduit; once in place, acompression bolt is tightened. As the
proper torque is approached, the
rubber stopper is compressed
against the conduit and wires.
This action locks the wires
in the conduit, preventing them
from being cut and pulled
through the conduit easily. The
Fig. 1: Mount cue speakers overhead
Copper Keeper also keeps the
so everyone can hear.
conduit dry, as it forms an
almost waterproof seal, which
also deters dirt and debris.
drill holes for passing wires or fiber, and
Here's the link to the Web site:
when areally big hole is needed for mic
connectors and the like, ahole punch is
www.copperkeepercom/index.html.
the usual solution.
* * *
RW contributor Bue Fitch had an email discussion with an engineer who
Fig. 1shows aneat method of mountwanted to make holes in some electrical
ing round cue speakers, as used by Bill
project boxes. Despite searching the Web
Rya11, engineering manager for the
and various hardware and supply stores
Nassau Maine cluster.
like Lowes, TrueValue and Tractor
Centering the speakers above the talent,
Supply, he came up empty-handed. Buc
over their head, ensures that everyone in
pointed the engineer toward Greenlee
the studio will hear the cue audio clearly.
chassis punches.
With the high cost of precision tools
Reach Bill Rya11 at bryall@
nassaubroadcasting.com.
overall, you do not buy apunch that costs
$50 for aone-time use, so when Buc found
* * *
aneed recently for an odd diameter foreign
connector, he went looking for apunch that
Equipment construction projects are
he owned that was "close enough."
not as bountiful now in stations as they
The classic Greenlee chassis punches are

marked with the diameter of the hole these
actually make, but at least two other pedestrian hole punch series are not marked
directly with the diameter they punch.
"Knock out" punches as used in
the electrical industry come in
"trade sizes" that match the diameter of the hole needed for the terminating fixture. For example, a
1/2- inch electric punch makes a
0.886 inch diameter hole (close to
7/8-inch) for the terminating end
diameter.
"Pipe punches" from the plumbing industry apparently are
designed to punch ahole to clear
the outside diameter of the pipe. In
small pipe size, pipe is made from
the inside out with varying diameters; so apipe with an inside diameter of, say, standard 1/2- inch is
going to have a totally different
outside diameter.
While Buc was searching for a

suitable punch, he decided to make achart
(Fig. 2) of the actual hole made by the
"knock out" and "pipe" punches, as near
as he can determine. We hope this chart
will simplify your selection process in the
future.
Some of the decimal values were taken
from the "ridge" markings of the punches
and are the manufacturer's statement of
how big ahole they think the punch actually will make.
The most common regular chassis
punches are manufactured by Greenlee and
are sized in real dimensions. A 3/4- inch
punch will make a3/4-inch diameter hole.
These punches are designed for punching
thin-wall aluminum panels and chassis.
Greenlee punches and kits aren't
cheap. You can sometimes find punches
at a Hamfest, but you'll learn to guard
them with your life.
Not only are the punches costly, once
you've used one, you'll wonder why you
ever put up with the drill bit- and- file
method of creating holes in panels and
chassis.
See PUNCH, page 12

Electrical (Trade size)

Actual Hole Diameter

Inches

Inches

1/2

0.886 (a nominal 7/8)

3/4

1.125

1

1.362 (a nominal 1-3/8)

1-1/2

1.953

2

2.421

2-1/2

2-15/16

Pipe Size

Actual Hole Diameter

1/2

Fig.

7/8

3/4

1-1/16

1

1-3/8

1-1/4

1-3/4

2: Keep this table to identify pipe and trade punch sizes.

\Om.,9! Ingenious 'Quad Leveler'
Four independent channels of intelligent audio gain control
lnovonics has packaged four channels of smooth-

particular combination of long- and short-term

level

(PWM) technology for stable and transparent operation.

sounding audio leveling into a single rack space. The four

correction yields consistent subjective loudness without

The 264 also provides alarm tally outputs to signal a ' dead

channels may be used separately for microphone and phone-

resorting to excessive dynamics compression that can lead

air' or out- of- limits condition for each of the four channels.

line leveling, or may be selectively linked for dual- stereo or

to listener fatigue.
Operation of the 264 is entirely program controlled, and

split mono/stereo program audio control.
A unique combination of peak and average response to
program dynamics combines the gain- riding utility of a

for quick, set-and forget installation. Operating entirely

gated AGC with the tight peak control of a fast limiter. This

within the analog domain, the 264 utilizes colorless Class- D
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Wireless Broadband
Internet Remotes

"The first time out
with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple
experience for
everyone involved.
For lack of a
better phrase, the
codec just worked."
-Christian Vang
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

"The codecs sounded great.
My management was very,
very impressed with the
demos"
-Grady Jeffk-eys,
Technical Manager,
Mackay Communications
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"The remote was a
spectacular success, in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
public Internet"
-Mike Rabey
Chief Engineer
Entercom Indianapolis
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Roark, BE Are ' Bullish' on Radio
In the fall, the board of directors of
Broadcast Electronics named Joseph W.
Roark as its new CEO,
replacing the retiring
John Pedlow. Roark is
former president of four
Weir Group PLC companies and two Danaher
companies. RW U.S.
Editor in Chief Paul
McLane talked to him
about what's next for BE.
RW: You're a " bellwether company" in this
industry, and BE watchers have seen several
changes at its upper levJoseph
els as well as recent layoffs. What should readers know about BE
and its business health?
Roark: BE is extremely healthy. Our
profits are very strong; as a percent of
revenue as strong as they've ever been.
We're continuing to make improvements
in our infrastructure, to our internal
processes, and to invest in new and talented people. Our message is one of continuing success.
That being said, the layoffs BE implemented in mid-2007 were directly related
to the slowdown in HD Radio adoption

There was a pretty dramatic decline in
the number of transmitters purchased in
the past year- plus.
Everyone who had HD
transmitter business went
through asimilar cycle.
RW: Where do you
see your growth coming
from in the months
ahead?
Roark: We see HD as
remaining a good market, just not as great as it
was. We see people who
continue to plan to roll
HD out.
A lot of these stations
W. Roark
are still working to
determine how to monetize HD Radio,
how to fill content, how to sell new
space when revenue is declining on their
main channels.
We want to try to partner more with
our radio station customers to work on
business issues. A lot of our customers
are small stations who are resourcerestrained. How can we partner on the
content side? We're looking at creating
stronger alliances and partnerships.
Beyond HD Radio, we see the international marketplace and its emerging

PAL /SECAM AUDIO MONITORING.
TOTHE POWER
OF 8.

market. There is an appetite for continuing
investment. They're not trying to milk the
business; they're working to invest for
growth, both short- and long-term.

economies. As ageneral platform, interRW: What are your sales trends?
national growth represents a significant
What's the next " big thing" to drive
opportunity for us. In the past, BE treated
radio's growth?
these as spot opportunities rather than an
Roark: Our sales certainly have been
expansive strategy. We see analog opporaffected by HD's fall- off but globally
tunities too, both AM and FM, in highpower areas and more government sales.
we've offset some of that.
Ihave confidence in the ongoing
As aglobal platform, we see radio as
strength of the radio business. In any
still fairly robust, a good market for
business, you go through revenue cycles;
growth. We have high share growth
we're in one now. We're bullish on the
expectations as we look forward.
radio market and not just in the
We're working to sharpen our focus
Americas. Radio is strong and healthy on
too. For example in early 2007 we comaglobal market basis.
bined our AudioVault, The Radio
PPM is constantly referred to as asavExperience, streaming and RF products
ing grace; Ithink that will be awonderful
into one sales organization. We went
addition but not the
exclusively to afactoryend-all. Radio needs to
direct sales structure.
work together to proWe were asking our
mote HD technology
salespeople
to
be
experts in pretty diverse
more effectively too.
categories with diRW: What should we
verse end users. That
model frankly probably
expect from BE at the
shouldn't have been
NAB Show? And should
introduced.
we expect BE to expand
We're implementing
its business outside of
a model that focuses
radio?
Roark: We do have
attention by product
line. We're putting sepasome innovations we'll
rate product sales teams
be launching, though
our focus is not just on
together for RF prodNAB.
ucts, studio products.
Debra Huttenburg, BE's new
On the international
In our current stratevice president of business
side we provide approgic plan, we have a
development and marketing.
number of new prodpriate regional- type
focus. We've also added anew resource
ucts. We may transition BE into some new
to our management team. Deb Huttenburg
areas people aren't used to seeing us play
has great international experience. [In
in. It'll cause alot of people to wake up.
November BE named Huttenburg vice
My particular areas of expertise are
president of business development and
"lean business practices" — how we do
marketing, charged with expanding the
things more productively by eliminating
company's business in the U.S. and its
waste — to create an even stronger focus
footprint into new markets.]
on customer service and product quality,
delivery and cost.
RW: BE is owned by the Audax Group,
BE has always been a market leader;
aprivate equity group. What is the feelwe don't aim to give up our position of
ing at Audax?
leadership. We're taking a "no prisoners
Roark: They continue to look at the
approach" to our market; we feel we are
space and are actively seeking additional
the big dog. It's abit of an attitude but
investment opportunities. The Audax team
we work to live up to our reputation
and our banks are knowledgeable of our
every day. e

Punch

Buc Fitch can
fitchpe@comcast.net.

be

reached

at

* * *

Contmued from page 10

READY FOR SOME SERIOUS PAL /SECAM MONITORING? The new ASI8733
broadcast tuner card lets you monitor 8PAL/SECAM audio channels at once,
all from asingle antenna input. Great for logging and auditing, ad verification
and content identification. Eight not enough? You can install up to eight cards
in one system. The ASI8733 features Windows XP/Vista and Linux drivers.
To learn more, ask your automation VAR, or call +1-302-324-5333.
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Buc furnishes a link to the Mouser
Ed Histed, formerly programming and
online catalog, a source of Greenlee
operations director of Route 81 Radio,
punches and kits are sold. Select the
was clearing through some things at the
"page" view in the column next to the item
transmitter site over the summer. While
description for the entire punch inventory
cleaning out a box of " stuff' he came
and pictures. Go to
across the cable
www.mousencom,
shown in Fig. 3.
enter " Greenlee
He asks whether
punches" and click
any readers might
Search.
have an idea what
You'll note that
the cable could
there are afew spehave been used for.
cialty punches that
Ihave a thought,
can make life much
but will wait until
easier and produce a
we hear from you.
Fig. 3: Put your thinking cap on and
By
the
way,
more professional
come up with a use for this cable.
product. These inwhich end do you
clude the DB series
suppose should be
of punches for D-sub connectors, and the K plugged in first?
series of punches for relay sockets. Some
John Bisset has worked as a chief
punches are available off the shelf at Home
engineer and contract engineer for 39
Depot. Check the electrical department, but years. Reach him at (571) 217-9386 or
note these will be in electrical trade sizes. jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions
Chicago Freight offers punches in pipe sizes.
can be sent to (603)472-4944.
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HANDSOME RAKE
Out of work leaf raker/bagger seeks
whimsical beauty with un-kempt auburn
or chestnut hair, cool coarse hands and
apenchant for whistling. mellow_mo, 28,
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Iam looking for amale partner
(38-50)who is willing to be exclusive with
me for along term relationship. Not
asking for mariage. Iam of average

#101318

LET'S CONNECT

build, dark hair, brown eyes and am an
Indian female. Ihave awonderful job
and attend some classes acouple of
nights aweek. Ihave two kids who stay
at home with me. They are very
precious to me. And they are not going
to be ahindrance to our dating. Ihave a
full and busy life. Therefore, the
expectation is to see each other on a
steady basis, and at the same time,
being flexible. precious_me #331252

Should come from agood family.
easy_going #101352

I'm an indie/hipster girl who adores
music and going to dubs and shows.
Some of the bands that I'm into are

SIMPLICITY HERE
Simply put, I'm looking for afun, casual
relationship with only one person. That

Interpol, The Arcade Fire, Blonde
Redhead, Bauhaus, The Smiths,
Ivlorrissey, etc. I'm into indie rock,
electronica, punk, pretty much anything.
Idrink and smoke occasionally. I'm 21,
5'8", light-skin, dark brown hair/eyes. I
work, am well-educated, funny,
spontaneous, nice. #2215234

Radio engineer seeks stable long
distance relationship. Need to connect
immediately. Everywhere Igo, Isee
broadband intemet, but Ijust never
hook-up. Ineed to meet that special
someone that will plug me in so tcan be
heard. Must be reliable, connect easily,
forgive errors and adapt to change.

IILOVE MUSIC. YOU LOVE ME

101 V7 U1

MR. RIGHT

means one person for me and one
person for you. :-) Every woman wants
to feel safe with apartner, whether it's
serious or not. It's key to her feeling
comfortable to express her more
intimate nature. Idon't ask for much
other than to hang out, enjoy your time
with me and be available to chill.

I'm actually posting this on behalf of a
friend. Since she's been single she
hasn't found the right guy and I'm doing
this in hopes of helping her find
Mr.Right. After you and Italk, if you are
chosen then you will get to go on adate
with her and who knows, it could be the
date and start of anew
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alsc,
astr
muc,
world%
yoga,
hoops) Ihave
out is a #1priori,.
person all my life a
person but would lav,
who will be there. My
lbs, slim, fair skin, and a
with hint of red. Sorry bust,.
name.... (hee). #166778

Connect with Zephyr/IP: The World's Most Advanced IP Codec
The new Zephyr/IP brings an effective package of sophisticated technology to the world of IP audio codecs. Optimized
for operation over the public Internet and mobile phone data services, the Z/IP delivers when others can't.

NEW "AAC-ELD" (ADVANCED AUDIO CODING- ENHANCED LOW
DELAY) CODEC: Z/IP introduces anew codec technology invented
by the experts at Fraunhofer Institute, the people who brought us
MP3 and AAC. Optimized for interactive IP applications. AAC-ELD
combines features from MPEG AAC-LO and the Spectral Band
Replication technology used in AAC-Plus. Its the most powerful
audio coding tech on Earth, offering outstanding bitrate efficiency.
low delay, and support for packet loss concealment.
NEW TELOS ACT ( AGILE CONNECTION TECHNOLOGY): Z/IP
brings automatic on- the- fly bitrate adjustment to IP codecs - a
first. The Z/IP constantly monitors the network and sets its
bitrate to the optimum value. A dynamic adaptive receive buffer
also responds automatically to network conditions, minimizing
the effects of the varying bandwidth and jitter that occur on

EFFECTIVE PACKET LOSS CONCEALMENT: The Internet usually
has packet loss on audio streams, often ranging up to a few
percent. The new AAC-ELD codec combined with ACT can
conceal this loss, making for smooth audio even with rough
network conditions.
TELOS-HOSTED Z/IP SERVER WITH DIRECTORY SERVICES:
Enables you to look up, view the status and connect to other
Zephyr/IP users worldwide, even through the toughest firewalls.
ASTATE OF THE ART USER INTERFACE: And so you don't feel like
you are on ablind date. we give you all of the status information
you need on asharp- looking color LCD which shows live network
statistics and trace- route maps in an easy- on-the-eyes graphical
interface.

real-world networks.

AUDIO I NETWORKS
Telos-Systems.com
lelos, Zephyr and VIP are registered ,:
rademarks of ILS Corp. 02008. All Rights Reserved.
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Accessible Radio Project Grows
Towson, NPR and Harris Launch

impaired people can "see" live radio content on special receivers by applying a
TV closed-captioning process to radio.
The technology also will provide audio
cues and voice prompts, as well as
advanced radio reading services.
Initially, closed captioning text would
be created by live, court-reporting-type
captioners at individual stations and networks. Ultimately, the organizers hopes
to use advanced speech-to-text translation

Center for Accessible Radio Technology
by Leslie Stimson

research offices. NPR Labs is providing
technology R&D and software development, Harris Broadcast supplies transmission and research support.
The launch kicked off with alive, lowpower demonstration. An HD Radio
broadcast was translated into text to show
how the display of an accessible HD- R

LAS VEGAS Dr. Ellyn Sheffield,
Towson University professor and NPR
Labs researcher, plans to spend the next
six months asking people in the visuallyimpaired, hard of hearing and geriatric
communities what features they'd like to
see in an HD Radio.
That's important, said Bill Pasco,
director of Sun Sounds of Arizona, a
radio reading service, who spoke at a
press conference describing the joint
project on accessible radios involving
Harris Corp., NPR Labs and the
Maryland university.
Reading services, said Pasco, are
human. "It's your neighbors reading to
you." He's excited by the promise of
reading services being received on mainstream digital radios rather than specialized SCA receivers that are served via
FM subcarriers.
However, Pasco cautioned, that promise won't mean anything if the HD Radios
are not accessible, noting that the trend in
consumer electronics these days is to
make devices with tiny buttons for those
who are young and have good vision.
"Older people, people with low or no
vision, arapidly growing group, are getting really tired of being handed just one
more box which excludes them from the
mainstream."
While NPR Labs and Harris have
worked on trying to develop accessible
features for HD Radios for 18 months,
January's CES convention marked the
launch of the International Center for
Accessible Radio Technology.
ICART will be headquartered at
Towson, with the university housing the
primary administrative and academic

ICART co-director Dr. Ellyn Sheffield shows the accessible radio interface
on a Delphi dashboard screen. Behind her from left are Harris
CEO/Chairman/President Howard Lance; Towson University Dean
of the College of Liberal Arts Terry Cooney; Executive Director of the
No. Va. Resource Center for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Persons Cheryl
Heppner; and Sun Sounds of Arizona Director Bill Pasco. Not pictured
are NPR VP of Engineering Mike Starling, and CEO Ken Stern.
receiver would look in the dash.
Sheffield, assistant professor of psychology at Towson and co- director of
ICART, stressed the split-screen feature,
noting that the passenger, not the driver,
would be reading the large text.
The demo demonstrated how visually

software applications to expand the captioning across the radio dial.
To preserve the copyright exemption
for reading services, the HD- R signal
would be encrypted using conditional
access, the technology from NDS giving
astation the ability to permit or deny the
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receiver the ability to decode the signal.
HD-R chipsets containing conditional
access capability are to be released to
receiver makers later this year.
Harris will provide $ 50,000 in seed
money over two years towards the effort.
Organizers of the group called for the
establishment of an international consortium of equipment manufacturers, broadcasters and other organizations to foster
adoption of global accessible radio technology.
Delphi
and Radiosophy
have
expressed an interest in making prototype
receivers. The group was meeting with
receiver makers at CES, looking for firm
commitments.
"Beyond developing the technology,
this initiative will ensure the accessibility
of these radio services at minimal costs,"
said
NPR
Vice
President/Chief
Technology Officer Mike Starling, codirector of the project.
The HD Radio signal has the ability to
"wake up" the radio and provide emergency alerts, said Radiosophy co-founder
and VP Technical Bill Billings. Audible
alerts could be provided for the visually
impaired as well as "bed shaker" support
for the hard of hearing, he said.
Cheryl Heppner, executive director of
the Northern Virginia Resource Center
for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Persons, said, "Beyond having crucial
emergency information, captioned radio
could also open up a world I've never
had, because Ilost my hearing just before
my seventh birthday."
The initiative has more than adozen
members. In addition to founding members
NPR, Harris and Towson University, supporting organizations include Ibiquity,
Delphi, NDS, Radiosophy, Helen Keller
Institute, Carl and Ruth Shapiro Family
National Center for Accessible Media at
WGBH(NCAM), Northern Virginia
Resource Center for Deaf and Hard of
Hearing Persons, and the G3ict, an advocacy initiative of the United Nations Global
Alliance for ICT and Development. e
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M2.2R Features
It is an awesome monitor"
—Tom Atkins
VP Director of Engineering,
Backyard Broadcasting

•AM and FM - Analog, HD Radio
HD 2through HD- 8Multicasts

and all

•6Assignable Relay Contact Closures for
Loss of Carrier, Audio and HD Loss
•Alarm your RBDS and PAD data

• Remote Control and Logging of HD Radio '
Signal Attributes and PAD Data
• Includes Remote Dashboard .'software with
alarms by Email and 100 scanning presets
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DaySequerra
www.daysequerra.com

DaySequerra • 154 Cooper Road, Building 902 • West Berlin, NJ 08091 • Phone 856-719-9900 • 02007 ATI Group Inc.

BE and iTunes. The ultimate tag team.
BE and IRE Messagecasting enable your listeners to
"tag" songs on their FM HD radios for later purchase
from the iTunes Music Store. Build listener loyalty,
enhance your station's brand and generate new revenue.

iTunes

Broadcast Electronics Inc
Tel: ( 217) 224-9600
vvww.bdcast.com

Total Radio. Guaranteed.

bdcast@bdcast.com
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HD Radiom Scoreboard
The HD Radio Scoreboard is compiled by Radio World using information supplied by iBiguity Digital Corp.. the HD Digital Radio Alliance. BIA Financial Network and
other sources. Data reflect best information as of mid- January. This page is sponsored by Broadcast Electronics. HD Radio is atrademark of iBiguity Digital Corp.
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Ibiquity Asks for
HD Radio Merger
Condition
WASHINGTON Ibiquity officials met
with Commissioners Robert McDowell
and Jonathan Adelstein to express concerns that amerged satellite company with
exclusive automaker deals could hamper
its efforts to get HD Radio installed as
standard in vehicles.
The technology company is concerned
XM and Sirius "may have used subsidies
and incentives to discourage proliferation
of HD Radio products," and a merger
would worsen those problems, according
to afiling

HD RADIO NEWS
Digital President/CEO Robert Struble
and General Counsel Al Shuldiner met
with McDowell.
Ibiquity reiterated that it takes no formal position on the merger. But it is asking for significant restrictions: If amerger is okayed, Ibiquity wants the FCC to
condition approval on requiring HD-R
technology be included in satellite radios;
requiring the merged entity to end exclusive arrangements with automalcers, suppliers and retailers; and prohibiting such
exclusivity in the future.

ADA Shipping

"integration- friendly" HD Radio tuner.
In 2006, ADA began shipping the HDM1HD Radio tuner module, available separately as a $600 module for use with ADA
multi-room/multi-zone pre-amp/amplifier
systems, as a $999 single-module black-box
chassis and as part of ADA's two- and fourtuner component tuners, the Duo Tuner,
which retails for $ 1,899 and up, and Tune
Suite, beginning at $2,399.
The manufacturer said its HD Radio
technology is also suitable for use with
its matched Suite- 16 and Suite 8x8
Multi-Room systems and an option for its
Suite 8200 Multi-Room Receiver.

New HD-R Tuner

News Roundup

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. Audio Design
Associates is shipping what it says is an

NEXTGEN RADIO: Research company Parks Associates predicts that in four

DIGILINK 111.11a10

automation from ARRAKIS

If you think that you can't afford new Automation,

then you should think again!
Internet Radio

Satellite Automation

Complete System

Ideal for hard disk
audio radio stations.
interne' or broadcast

Oigilink is the #1
satellite automa- ,
tion system

ready to go
out of the box
and on the air

$50/month

$100/month

$5,000

Xtreme-PC... live Bautomation software
for aWindows PC BWindows sound cards

Xtreme-Bridge... handle up to IG source
channels with Bridge hardware

Xtreme-Complete... Dell PC. software.
and Bridge switcher for acomplete system

PC enabled Console

Automation for the ARC-10

Music Libraries

includes PC
software for
Live fin Air

combine the
ARC- I0 BPC
for automation

buy an Xtreme
system with music
ready to go

S1,999

S75/mmi,

$51:10

ARC-10UP the console has abuilt in sound
card with logic fi aUSE connection to the PC

XTREME-ARC automation software for use
with the ARC- console

Highest quality MP2 song libraries...
P
op. Rock Country, Xmas.

Instant Audio Jingles

Digital Cart Machine

Radio Production

only one feature of
free Xtremestudios

only one feature of
free Xtremestudios

apowerful free
production tool for
Radio

FREE!!!

FREE!!!

FREE

Xtreme-Jingles... 300 file jingle box plays
up to 3carts at atime...

Xtreme-Carts... 500 file cart player
replaces cart machines

X- edit- pro... record, edit, and mix Spots.
Promos. NEWS, and more..

For less than the monthly cost of most cells phone programs...

per library

!!!

you can join the hundreds of others on air with Xtreme and

the Solutions program. With the Solutions Program you receive the Xtreme product of your choice PLUS training, phone support, and
upgrades for alow monthly cost. Xtreme is the best automation system in Radio today and yet there is no contract with the Solutions
Program. So you are not locked into aproduct if your station's needs change. Download Xtreme software and try it out. Go to the Arrakis
vvebsite now for more information about these exciting products.., and order today !!!

www.arrakis-systems.com/zrwx-1.html

970-461-0730
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years, satellite radio will have 39 million
subscribers and HD Radio will have 30
million adopters.
"The radio space is experiencing a
major shift in how audio content is consumed, sold and transmitted to consumers, creating significant growth in the
adoption of satellite and HD Radio over
the next five years," it stated in a report
titled "Next-Generation Radio."
It sees total satellite listenership increasing from 20.5 million in 2008 to 39 million
by 2012; HD Radio adoption will also
increase from 4.2 million to 30 million.
It quoted Research Analyst Chris
Roden saying, "Most satellite radio subscribers use the service in their vehicle.
Conversely, HD Radio owners view the
product as similar to other CE devices
such as DVD players and home networks. These consumers are more likely
to listen to the service at home."
THERADIO.COM: Envision Radio
Networks is an affiliate relations partner
with TheRadio.Com. Envision will market the latter company's formats to radio
stations. Terms were not disclosed.
Envision will work with stations that
want to add asecond or third channel of
HD programming but don't have the
resources. Additionally, TheRadio.Com
offers custom-voiced and -produced "liners" and identifiers, though it said stations are encouraged to use their own talent to locally brand the HD2 experience.

News watch
Continued from page 2
AUDEMAT: The Audemat group is
opening an office in Beijing. Company
officials believe the move also will help it
get abetter handle on Chinese technical
requirements for new technologies for
digital TV. Its local dealer network
remains in place. Separately, moving further into digital TV, the Audemat group
has purchased Nortek. "TV on mobile
phones won't wait for us," stated CEO
Bruno Rost. Nortek makes products in
the French domestic market.
CANADA: The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission
has established a new policy restricting
cross-ownership. A person or entity will
only be permitted to control two of three
types of media serving the same market: a
local radio or television station or alocal
newspaper. Left unchanged are limits on
how many radio and 1'V stations one company can control in a market. The new
policies apply only to private broadcasters.
SPLITSVILLE: XM Satellite Radio and
Starbucks ended aprogramming and marketing agreement that included music promotions in the coffee chain's stores and
CDs sold with both companies' logos.
XM said, "We made abusiness decision
to allocate our resources towards other
marketing and programming initiatives."
Radio World's HD Radio Scoreboard is published
in alternating issues. Selected dato is hoar BIAIn's MEDIA Access
Pro —,
the scoreboard also
BIA
uses information supplied
netwerk
by sources including
&gully Digital Corp, the
HD Digital Radio Alliance
and RW sown research.

www.bia.com

It's all about the sound.
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Professional 2- Channel Mobile Digital Recorder

(..A.ind matters—that's why trio Mero iiackTm recorder has become the only choice for audio professionals worldwide. Now M-Audio
has designed the MicroTrack II with even higher audio qualdy, an extended input gain range and multiple workflow enhancements
including faster file transfer rate. With this unbeatable combination of functionality and fidelity, MicroTrack II represents a new
standard for mobile digital recording— delivering superior results for broadcast. interviews and ENG.
• 2- channel \NAV and MP3 recording and playba:* with BWF file marking ability
• new analog input limiter
• extended input gain range
• balanced /
4 - TRS inputs and 48V phantom- powered mic preamps
1
• drag-and- drop file transfer to PC and Mac via high-speed IJSB 2.0
• storage via CompactFlash or Microdrives ( not included)

MicroTrack II is available now at your preferred professional broadcast retailer.
Includes stereo electret microphone. earbuds.
headpnone extension cable with lapel clip. power supply.
USB cable ( Ato Mini B) and protective carrying case with nic pouch

NI-ALJD10
vvvvw.rn-a_dio.com
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Today's Best Reads and Some Great Oldies
by Timothy Kimble
Radio engineers are nothing if not traditionalists. This becomes clear when
you ask them to recommend engineering
books they can't live without.
In aquery of engineers, several familiar, cherished titles came up again and
again. But we also received surprising
and astute recommendations for any CE
who has a staff to manage as well as
facilities to maintain.

and "Managing for Dummies." The price
range generally runs from $ 19.99 to
$24.99.
He also suggest IT books from the
series such as " Networking for
Dummies" and "TCP/IP for Dummies."
Butler points to some heavy hitters in
IT and design including "Networking:
The Complete Reference" by Craig
Zacker.
"If you have a networking question,
the answer is in this one somewhere."
The book was published by McGrawHill and is easy to
find at various
online bookstores,
where it lists for
about $30.

No dummies
The various annual versions of the
"Radio Amateur's
Handbook" received
the most mentions
of necessary literature on the engiClassic
neer's desk.
Some engineers
Doug Fearn, an
prefer old- school
independent handliterature.
crafter of audio
John Bisset, RW's
equipment and aforWorkbench author
mer chief engineer,
and aregional sales
says, "Not only did I
manager for Broadlearn electronics
cast Electronics, recfrom that book, but
ommends "AM- FM
the old editions are
Broadcasting:
superb examples of
Equipment, Operahow
to explain
tions and MainA very popular recommendation.
things clearly."
tenance" by Harold
Andy Butler, senior director for sysEnnes, published by Harold W. Sams in
tems engineering at PBS and a former
1974. It weighs in at ahefty 800 pages and
president of SBE, also recommends the
covers avariety of topics.
handbook, calling it "the best, most comBisset says some of the content is out
prehensive, cheapest guide to technology
of date and said it will be more helpful if
you will ever need."
you are repairing any old cart machines
The book is now called "The ARRL
you have on hand than asolid-state transHandbook for Radio Communications"
mitter. But he loves the book for its
and is published by the Amateur Radio
"good, applicable knowledge." SBE
Relay League with a retail price of
reportedly has considered reprinting it,
$44.95 in softcover, $59.95 in hardcover.
but for now look to online resources,
Both come with aCD-ROM that allows
which price the book at $75 for new conthe reader to search the text by keyword.
dition to $45 for like-new.
On the flipside is auseful suggestion for
Cris Alexander, another RW contribuengineers who also function as managers.
tor and the director of engineering for
Ted Nahil, regional sales manager for
Crawford Broadcasting in Denver, also
ERI, recommends titles from the "For
recommends the oldies.
Dummies" collection of Wiley Publishing:
Some of his recommendations would
"Every engineer these days should read
be interesting to dig up. At this writing,
and book or two on management tech"Electronics and Radio Engineering" by
niques and negotiating, and should have
Frederick Emmons Terman could be had
an understanding of budgeting and finance
on Amazon.com if you had $ 270 to
issues facing the industry."
spend — and that's for a paperback. It
Nahil recommends "Negotiating for
was written in 1932 and went through
Dummies," "Accounting for Dummies"
three editions up through 1937.

Systems engineering consultant
David Bialik checks out Web sites
p,
like www.rwonline.com and the
Tower of the Week site at
www.fybush.com, where he also gets
Radiation
his Northeast Radio Watch news.
pattern ;
Sites like Wilcipedia and Google
sie
are the starting points for some.
/
/
Conrad Trautmann, engineering
,-Current
executive
at Westwood One, says,
/distribution
e\ /,'
"I can search for pinouts on aparticular model two-way radio for
instance, and it's always available
wherever Iam."
Books on the history and overall
radio business were also recomFm. 377.—Diagram illustrating
mended.
factors controlling the directional
"Empire of the Air: The Men
characteristic of an antenna. Note
Who Made Radio" by Tom Lewis
that the radiation does not cancel
made multiple lists; it's agreat hisin the direction P1 because of the
tory
primer for those just getting
different distances to the two ends
into radio, providing the story of
of the antenna.
Edwin Armstrong, Lee De Forest
and their work to start radio as a
Graphic from 'Electronics and Radio
Engineering' by Frederick Emmons Terman. means of providing service, as well
as David Sarnoff's efforts to design
Alexander also recommends you look at
radio that turns aprofit.
Institute of Radio Engineers papers on
If you think the cutthroat nature of comantenna propagation and design written in
mercial radio is arecent phenomenon, read
the early days of the industry, when engithis. "Empire" is published by HarperColneers were first putting theory into practice.
lins and debuted in 1991. The Ken Burns
"Believe it or not, the stuff in many of
PBS special is available on DVD.
these old papers and books is still correct.
For drama, Bisset also recommends a
They figured out alot of stuff back in the
used bookstore find, "D.J." He calls it a
'30s and ' 40s that remains valid today."
slice of life in an early 1970s New York
A more recent and affordable referCity radio station, where a small-town
ence recommended by several engineers
jock has made the leap to the largest maris "Directional Antennas Made Simple"
ket in the nation.
by Jack Layton. It can be had from the
"It includes backstabbing co-workers,
SBE bookstore for $59.95; society memgroupies, drugs and overindulgence that
bers get adiscount.
eventually brings the star down." Bisset
And don't forget that the " NAB
says it came out in 1971; at this writing, a
Engineering Handbook" has been updatcopy was available on eBay for 25 cents.
ed in its tenth edition, as reported last
The book by Allan Jefferys and Bill
year in RW. It includes the work of
Owen is published by Popular Library.
dozens of top broadcast engineers,
More recent is "Something in the Air:
includes a CD version and retails for
Radio, Rock, and the Revolution That
$199. See nabstore.com.
Shaped a Generation" by Washington
Post columnist Marc Fisher.
E-readers
The book serves as a well-researched
By contrast, quite afew engineers say
history of radio's glory years, progressive
they rely almost entirely on the Internet for
rock radio as art, and the massive
the latest information, saying it's more up
changes brought about by relaxation of
to date than physically published material.
ownership limits. "Something in the Air"
Bob Gonsett, editor of the CGC
is published by Random House and
Communicator newsletter, recommends
retails for $27.95.
www.hallikainen.com to keep current on
Which engineering or radio books can
FCC rules; that site is compiled by Harold
you not live without? Tell us at
Hallikainen, another RW contributor.
radioworld@imaspub.com.
• /
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Automatically switches between two AES digital audio signals or a stereo analog signal.
Analyzes digital signal errors ( CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable.
TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

800.806.8851

INWW.TITUSLABS.COM
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FlexStarTM

ZX Series

DestinyTM 3DX-50

PR&E NetWave"
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The Big Picture

Toward an Embarrassment of Niches
In an Internet-Driven, Highly Personalized World,
Is the Traditional Radio Format Doomed?

Always in stock
This substantially disproportionate
drop for the bestsellers of 2007 indicates
that music sales are clearly trending
toward greater diversity and choice.
One possible reason is that across that
seven-year period, online music stores
have made it possible to search, browse,
sample and purchase afar wider variety
of music than consumers ever could in
any physical store.
In other words, a digital inventory
allows the complete "Long Tail" to be

kept in stock at all times, and as aresult,
the comet's head is shrinking and its tail
is getting fatter. (See the Sept. 1, 2006
edition of this column at rwonline.com if
that reference escapes you.)
Closer to home, what impact do you
think this consumer trend might have on

by Skip Pizzi
while, but viewed holistically, and with
today's heightened sense of urgency,
what conclusions emerge?
A changing world
Consumption patterns are shifting, and
these may significantly affect radio formatics, particularly for music.
Here are the high-level bullet points
that influence any course corrections that
terrestrial radio might consider:

Photo by Jonathan Chastern

We're all aware that one of the primary
social trends empowered by digital technology has been generally increased consumer personalization of products and
services.
An example of this phenomenon is
evidenced in the music world by the
movement away from blockbuster hits
and toward " catalog" material and
emerging or lesser-known artists.
One recent study, conducted and
reported by a respected music industry
publication, The Lefsetz Letter, compared the overall music sales — both
physical and digital — of the calendar
year 2000 (the peak sales year to date for
the industry) with sales in 2007, and
found that the 2007 figures were down
about athird (-36%) from the 2000 sales.
Then Lefsetz compared the individual
sales of each of the top 10 selling records
for those two years with one other (i.e.,
sales of the # 1record of 2000 compared
to the # 1record of 2007, #2with #2, and
so on), which you would expect to
approximately reflect the same one-third
drop — but they did not.
Instead, the records that occupied each
of the top 10 slots for 2007 were off from
over 50 percent to nearly 70 percent compared to the sales for the records in those
same positions for 2000.

Terrestrial radio should realize that its intrinsic
(and exclusive) niche is localism.
the popularity of traditional radio formats?
In Long Tail terms, these formats are
the very essence of a "head-only" selection, including purely the most popular
hits. If this approach no longer adequately reflects consumer purchasing preferences, it may not hold as much value for
the music industry as it once did.
One outcome of that understanding

One day prior to the Dayton Hamvention

•Presentations by Frank Foti and
Terry Baun
• Livewire University Seminar

kie

•Visit with over 30
equipment manufacturers
•Breakfast and lunch provided
•Free admission, but registration
is required

For more information & to register go to our
website or call your favorite BGS salesperson
Mar

provides direct fuel for the new push
toward performance royalties for terrestrial airplay of music recordings. If airplay doesn't sell records like it used to,
then the music industry is incented to
seek amore direct form of payment from
broadcasters themselves (like it gets in
most other countries outside the U.S.).
On the other hand, there are other purveyors of music radio — Internet and

Broadcasters General Store
352-622-7700 • www.bgs.cc

satellite broadcasters — that do more
closely embrace the trend toward greater
choice and diversity with narrower formats.
They can do it because their environments allow them to operate more simultaneous services on a full-time basis.
That and other efficiencies of digital
processes (automation, etc.) allow them
to build aviable aggregate audience with
fewer listeners per service than terrestrial
radio requires.
Ironically, this is not because these
new media operators have more channels
per se. The largest terrestrial radio companies actually own afar greater number
of channels than any satellite or Internet
radio service operates, but because of the
geographic distribution of terrestrial
channels, the same narrowing (or "nicheing") of formats cannot be applied there.
So these terrestrial radio groups run
many of the same, broad formats, repeated
over and over again in different markets.
Of course, the flip side of that coin is
that terrestrial radio can serve up localized content, but it's difficult to leverage
that benefit into a music radio format.
Highlighting local bands, promoting
music venues in town and airing live or
recorded music broadcasts from the
region can only go so far, not to mention
the additional expense and sometimes
reduced listenership that these efforts
might engender.
Moreover, recent management trends
among large station groups have actually
reduced localized content in general, which
only exacerbates the problem, and negates
the one advantage that terrestrial radio may
have against this new competition.
These are all fairly obvious truths that
the industry has been living with for a

• As blockbuster sales decline and
niches grow in importance, music promotion will move away from traditional
radio formats and seek more specialized
outlets.
•As big names sell fewer records but
continue to receive most terrestrial radio
airplay, music labels will seek increased
compensation to make up for sales losses
through new royalty payments from
broadcasters.
• Metadata matters, particularly for
less well-known artists.
•One-to-many is giving way to manyto-many, and unilateral purveyors of taste
(e.g., radio programming gurus) are giving way to "communities." These virtual
communities are defined along multiple
axes. one of which is geographical.
Terrestrial radio's limited coverage can
be turned to astrength for such localized
communities.
•A potentially controversial point, but
worth considering ( at least academically): In terms of maximizing competitive
agility, terrestrial radio ownership limits
may be inverted.
In other words, it might be easier for
terrestrial radio to compete if ownership
limits per market were relaxed, in return
for some restoration of national ownership limits. Think about it — to compete
with satellite and Internet radios' ability
to deliver niche formats, an operator
needs to maximize the number of channels it delivers to the same audience, not
to adisaggregated set of separate audiences. This implies that there might be
only one or two radio broadcasters in a
given locale, but how many newspapers
are there in most markets?
Radio might be better able to compete
if it traded the ability to maximize stations
in markets it served for a cap on how
many markets in which it could operate.
Regardless of how these external
forces play out, terrestrial radio should
realize in this context that its intrinsic
(and exclusive) niche is localism.
Ignoring this and trying to act like it
can compete with national operators on
equal footing is a losing proposition for
the terrestrial radio industry, in both
offensive and defensive terms.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. He thanks Josh Shapiro of
PRX for inspiring the headline of this
column.
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Lee Loves Radio But Says It Can Do Better
by Scott Fybush
Jerry Lee, owner of Philadelphia's
WBEB(FM), better known as "B101," is
aformer NAB board member and alegend for his survival and success as an
independent in a world of eight-station
clusters and massive group owners.
The association honored him this past
fall with its National Radio Award, presented during the Radio Luncheon at the
NAB Radio Show
"(Lee) helped to build B101 as the
most successful standalone station in the
U.S., proving that standalone operators
can still succeed in the largest markets,"
said NAB President/CEO David Rehr as
he introduced Lee and his family, includ-

ing a son who flew to Charlotte from
Asia to be present.
Rehr praised Lee for his philanthropy
as well as his radio successes, honoring
him for his support of the University of
Pennsylvania's school of criminology,
which bears Lee's name.
"This is an incredible honor to be honored by your peers," said Lee as he accepted the award. "I've been in this business
for 50 years and Ilove it passionately!'
With that love, however, came some
criticism of the way most stations do
their business in the early 21st century.
In particular, Lee expounded on a
favorite theme: that radio needs to emulate television when it comes to testing
commercials for effectiveness.

"TV tests 85 percent of all their
national commercials," Lee said. "Radio
tests less than 1percent, and most of that
is done by my radio station."
Lee said the radio industry needs to do a
better job of selling advertisers on the
results of the laboratory studies it has done,
in particular afinding he cited that adding
radio to atelevision campaign "triples the
value of the campaign!'
More controversial was another of Lee's
proposals: that, like national TV, radio
should guarantee audience delivery to
national advertisers, including refunds if
ratings fall short of the promised numbers.
"As we roll out in Portable People
Meter markets, radio should guarantee
audience delivery," Lee said. "We need

The SixMix USB Broadcast Console"
is perfect for PC-based radio!
Superb digital audio performance

Guest Mic with Talkback

10 Inputs with built-in USB

Monitor out with Muting

2 Mic + 4 Line channels

Monitor Air input

Cue bus and Cue speaker

Mix Minus output

SixMix has everything you need for real radio! It's
ideal for radio automation, a news room, editing
suite, emergency studio, or webcasting. With
a footprint about the size of a laptop PC,
SixMix is a compact yet versatile and
powerful audio production tool that's
intuitive and easy to use ;
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to offer amoney-back guarantee to afew
national advertisers to jump-start the
industry."
Lee drew louder applause and more
general agreement when he praised the
NAB's "Radio 2020" campaign.

TV tests 85 percent
of all their national
commercials. Radio
tests less than
1percent, and most
of that is done by
my radio station.
— Jerry Lee
"Radio 2020 is really going to galvanize radio so it has asingle vision of how
great it is," he said. "We don't realize
how great radio is. It is phenomenal."
In particular, Lee said, radio can create
amuch more intimate atmosphere for an
advertising message than television.
"TV is telling you what to see. It's
somebody's vision of what they want you
to see," he said. "Radio advertising creates personal views."
Pressing on
Another upbeat message came from
Jones Radio Network talk show host and
columnist Bill Presç, afeatured speaker

David Rehr presents the NAB

We Build Solutions

at the luncheon.
"I'm here to tell you that radio is alive
and well, and I'm proud to be part of it!'
A veteran of political TV talk, including a stint as co- host of CNN's
"Crossfire," Press says he's always made
it apoint to find at least some radio work,
no matter how busy his TV career has
kept him. That's a tradition he's maintained since his early days in television,
at KABC(TV) in Los Angeles in 1990.
"What Ilearned to love about L.A.
was that it was agreat radio town," said
Press, who said he quickly connected
with KABC(AM) in Los Angeles.
"Within a year, Iwas not only doing
TV, Iwas doing commentary on KABC
radio," a gig Press parlayed into five
years as atalk host at KFRAM), which in
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Klein + Hummel says its 0 410 midfield monitors were designed for use as
midfield monitors in music, broadcast
and post-production studios for tracking,
mixing and mastering.
The 0 410 is a tri amplified threeway loudspeaker, featuring magnetically
shielded drivers: 10 inch bass, 3 inch
soft dome midrange and 1inch tweeter.
The drivers are powered respectively by
340, 160 and 180 watt hybrid class A-B
amplifiers. A high- capacity vented
enclosure extends bass response down to
34 Hz, even at high output levels,
according to the company.
Structural resonances are avoided in

turn brought him to the attention of CNN
in 1996.
"During all that time," he said, "my
goal was to have a national syndicated
radio show."
That's a goal that the self-proclaimed
"hardline liberal" host finally achieved in
2005, initially syndicating himself from a
single progressive talk station in Akron,
Ohio, Clear Channel's WARF(AM).
"I tell you, Ihave never had so much
fun in my entire life," Press said of his
show, which airs in East Coast morning
drive on a network of some two dozen
stations, including outlets in Los
Angeles, Chicago and Denver.
Despite his political background,
which includes three years as chairman of
the California Democratic Party, Press
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K+H Has 3-Way Loudspeaker for Studio
the cabinet through the use
of Low Resonance Integral
Molding material. A waveguide featuring Mathematically Modeled Dispersion
reduces negative effects
associated with the loudspeaker-room interaction.
K+H says the most
important range of the frequency spectrum is reproduced by a dedicated
midrange driver, resulting
in low harmonic and intermodulation distortion, and
clean audio reproduction. The design

allows rotation of the
waveguide to permit
usage in either vertical
or horizontal formats.
Various input options
allow the 0 410 to be
used with any source
equipment. An electronically-balanced analog input is fitted as
standard. A transformer-balanced input
and a 192 kHz, 24 bit
digital input are both
available as options.
The digital input can accept AES3,

AES3id and S/PDIF signals.
Acoustical controls adapt the monitor's response to suit its environment:
bass, low- mid and treble controls for
specific and common acoustical issues.
and aparametric equalizer for additional
low-frequency corrections.
The electronics may be located
remotely when the cabinet is flushmounted, and the 0 410 can be powered
with two modes of operation (0 V and
12 V trigger).
For more information, contact Klein
+ Hummel's distributor Sennheiser
Electronic Corp. at (860) 434-9190 or
visit www.klein-hummel.com.

What's

Go gle
doing with
radio automation?
Google has been redeveloping SS32 and Maestro
from the ground up. Our new system can be
summed up in just three words...

Progressive. Flexible. Sound.
National Radio Award to Jerry Lee.
said he tries to avoid "loonies on the left,
or loonies on the right" on his show.
"I knew Ihad arrived about a month
ago," Press said, " when Ralph Nader
wrote acolumn attacking me for having
General Motors as one of my sponsors."
And while the progressive talk format
has struggled recently, Press says he's
excited about doing radio.
"Especially during an election year
like this, radio is an integral part of the
democratic process," he said. "Whatever
happens, radio is going to play a huge
part in this decision."
Press says the talk format is especially
well suited to survive the changes that the
radio industry is going through.
"The only place to get talk is on the
radio," he said..
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You think we have alot to say? You should hear our clients.
When we asked our clients which Element features they liked best — well, you see the results. And this is the edited version. (Good thing we bought two pages.)

Go ( con)figure •

The folks at MPR say they really love being able to configure their Elements and keep tabs on their

Who

are

these

guys? •

Why buy aconsole

entire Axia network using standard Web browsers. You can set up and administer an entire building full of consoles from the

from Axia? Element was designed by Mike Dosch and his

comfort of your own office ( where there's plenty of Cheetos and Pepsi). Put an Internet gateway in your Axia network and you can

team of ex- PARE renegades (who know abit about consoles).

even log into Element remotely, from home or anywhere else there's aNet connection. Great for handling those 6RM. Sunday

And Axia is adivision of Telos, the DSP experts.

"help me!" phone calls from the new weekend jock.

Screen

play •

Element lets you use any display screen you choose, to suit your space and décor. Get

aspace- saving 12" l.CD, or go for abig 21" monster. ; This is Dave Rarnsey's favorite Element feature, by the
way. Anyone wanna bet he bought his monitors on sale?) Hook up aVGA projector and make aMeter Wall!

Perfect

timing •

You can't have too much time. That's why Element's control display contains four

different chronometers to help keep talent in sync: adigital time- of- day readout that you can slave to an NTP
(Network Time Protocol) server, an elapsed- time event timer, acountdown timer talent can set for any interval
they choose.., and there's also that big, honkin" analog clock right in the center of the screen ( Big Ben chimes not
included). We wanted to make it even bigger, but our screen designers charge us by the pixel.

Waldo? • Hide-and-seek is apretty fun

Options • Clients say they love Element's

game. But not when when you're in ahurry, and definitely

uncluttered worksurface. We kept it clean by

Where's

not when you're on the air. So every Element fader comes

placing an "Options" key over each fader to

with abig, bold 10- character LED display right above it to

give instant access to all the advanced goodies.

snow talent, at aglance, exactly what source is assigned

It makes customizing settings easier than

to that fader. If it's music from adigital playout system

selling fudge cake to Dom

provided by one of our partners, the display can even

DeLuise.

show the title or artist of the song that's active. Talent tells
us that these displays are at the perfect angle for either
sit- clown or stand-up studios.

Black velvet • What's 100 mm. long, silky smooth, goes up
and down all day and lasts forever? Our super- quality conductiveplastic faders, of course. ( You have afilthy mind, mister. Shame on
you.) We sourced the most durable, reliable, premium faders and
switches for Element. And we added extra touches, like the custommolded plastic bezels that protect on/off switches from accidental
activation and impact. Because we know how rough jocks can be on
equipment — some of us were (jocks, not rough). And because we also know
there's nothing more embarrassing than asudden case of broadcastus interruptor.

Audio

cards •

Well, um, there actually aren't any.

Great

Not in Element, or anywhere else in an Axia network. Why

We

Phones

wanted

the

•

phones

not? Think about this: your production guy spends hours

on

crafting exciting, finely-tuned bits of broadcast magic.

extension of the board-ops them-

Element to work

like an

only to filter them through acard sitting in a noisy, RE-

selves. Unfortunately, talent objected

filled PC. It's like washing awedding dress in the Hudson

to having Ethernet ports implanted in their

River. Not only that, broadcast audio cards are expensive.

skulls, so we came up with the next best thing.

And they only work in PC1 slots.., how many of those are

With Element, jocks never have to take their eyes

you seeing on new PCs? The Axia IP-Audio Driver installs

or hands off the board to use the phones. Element

on any Windows

PC to send and receive pure digital au-

works with any phone system, but it really clicks with

dio right through the PC's Ethernet port— no sound card

the Telos Series 2101, TWOx12, or the new NX-12, which
Fried

Chicken •

required. You get better, cleaner PC audio that's sharable

connects four hybrids plus control with asingle Ethernet

right to the network. And you save tons of cash on sound

cable. Status Symbols' (those cool little information

Conductive aluminum bullnose is connected to a40- kilovolt

cards, and on the audio inputs you would have needed

icons) tell talent at aglance whether aline is in use, busy,

storage capacitor that can be activated with aGPIO closure.

for that PC card audio — more than enough to buy

pre-screened, locked on- air, etc. You can even dial the

Set up ahotline remote trigger for the PD to give the jocks a

that cool new network tester you've been lusting after.

phone right from the board using the integrated keypad.

little " positive feedback!"

Shown: 20-position Element, nicely equipped. 516,557.00 L'S .11SRP. .'Slot shown hut

4-. 8-. 12-, I6-. 24- and 28-position Element. Dual exhaust and whitertalls optional at extra Cost.

<< " NEccessity is the mother of in-

<<

<<

At Axia. " remote" is our favor-

<<

Soundcards? How quaint.

proud that they've built acouple

ite word. As in " remote control,"

Our IP-Audio driver for Windows

for brJadcasting: realtime, low-

dozen

-remote

sucks audio right out of comput-

latencl routing where logic & mix.

switches to power our network.≤.

minus fc ! low audio. Thanks Mom!

Meter

Those other guys are really

vention." So we invented IP-Audio

reader •

routers.

We

use

Cisco .

maintenance," " remote

diagnostics,' So your life doesn't

Guess how many they've built?

er NICs, like pimientos from mar-

have to go on without you.

LED program meters? How very 1990's. Element's SVGA display has

Swap

meet •

tini olives. Mmmin... olives.

Element modules are easy to hot- swap. Remove two screws and a

lots of room for timers. meters, annunciators (
there's afive- dollar word) and more — enough to

cable or two, and they're out. In fact, you can hot- swap the entire console — unplug it

show meters for all four main buses at once. Reboot the console to 5.1 surround mode and the light

and the audio keeps going, because mixing is done in an external Studio Engine.

show is even cooler. Arry more bling and those fast ' nfurious types'll want it for their dashboards.

Can
Status

Symbols

I

play

with

your

knobs? •

Twist 'em, push 'em, make 'ern

e There are those icons again. ( We're in love with icons. It's the Telos way.)

click. Element cornes standard with some pretty powerful production features, like

These Status Symbols alert talent to phone lines ringing, mix- minuses minusing, talkback channels

per- fader EQ, voice processing and aux sends and returns. Context- sensitive SoftKnobs

talking, etc. They can even display fader numbers, like you see here. Just one more way Element

let production gurus easily tweak these settings, while simultaneously satisfying their

makes it easy for talent Ect do afast, clean show.

tactile fixations. ( Don't worry: for on- air use, you can turn off access to all that EQ stuff.)

How

Memory

many? •

to change these

How many engineers does it take
light

bulbs?

None...

enhancer •

We know how forgetful jocks can be, so Element

remembers their favorite settings for them. Element's Show Profiles are like a

they're LEDs.

"snapshot" that saves sources, voice processing settings, monitor
assignments and more for instant recall. Have talent set up
the board the way they like it, then capture their
preferences with asingle click for later
use. ( Hey, make them do some
work for achange.)

Stage

hook •

This button activates the
emergency ejector seat. OK, not
really. It's the Record Mode key; when you
press it, Element is instantly ready to record off- air
phone bits, interviews with guest callers, or remote talent
drop- ins. One button press starts your record device, conCoffee?

•

figures an off- air mix- minus and sends asplit feed ( host on

No console is spill-

one side, guest on the other) to the record bus. Like nearly

proof, but Element is easy to

everything about Element, Record Mode is completely

service and has no motherboard to

configurable — its behavior can even be customized for

damage in the event of stupidity.

It's

the

thought

in

there •

Element comes

Push

my

buttons •

You can program these

standard with a lot of cool good es you'd pay extra for

custom button panels with any macro you want, from

of

with other consoles. Like custom voice processing by

recorder start/stop to one- touch activation of complex

Mixmastere
Does

already

individual jocks. Sweeeet.

.
.onstructing a complicated mix-

Omnia — that lets you quickly build and capture compres-

routing switches and scene changes using PathfinderPC`'

minus or- the- fly bring a big grin to your

sion, noise gating and de-essing combinations for each

software. You can probably even program one to start the
coffee machine ( black, no sugar; thank you).

face? If so, you're excused ( Masochism 101 is down

and every jock that load automat ically when they recall

the hall). But if you hate building mix- minuses manually

their personal Show Profiles. (There's even asecret " Big

as much as we do, you II love the fact that Element does

Balls" setting that makes wimpy interns sound like John

them for you. No more using all your buses for a four-

Leader. A fifth of Chivas to the first guy who finds

person call- in; no more- scrambling to set up clean feeds
for last-minute interviews. When you put remote codecs
or phone calls on- the- air. Element automagically figures

Talk

out who should hear what and gives it to em

your talent? Talk to studio guests, remote talent, phone

custom mix- minuses at you have faders.

as many

to

me •

Need some one-on-one time with

callers -- talk back to anyone jus - by pushing a button.

2006 TLS Corp. Axia, Clement. PathfinderPC, Status Symbol, ( henna TM TLS Corp., all other TAIS property of their respective owners. *No, the console doesn Yreally have

www.AxiaAudio.com

a

high- voltage zapper in it. (But it sure would be cool!)
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Marcos O'Rourke Answers the Call
by Ken Deutsch
One in an occasional series of articles
on the changing face of radio engineering.
Marcos O'Rourke breaks the stereotype of aradio engineer. As ayoungster
he didn't disassemble radios and never
stared in awe at the local towers. He never built acrystal set or DX'd a station
500 miles away.
In fact, he backed into his radio career
by designing graphics for KRTM(FM),
Temecula, Calif., on the campus of
Calvary Chapel Bible College. But he
nearly ended up in adifferent field.
"The college didn't have anewspaper,
so Ichecked out the campus FM station,"
he said. "But then the siren call of radio
drew me in, and being able to work
hands-on sealed the deal. Ilove working
with equipment."
The same entity that owns Calvary
Chapel Bible College, Calvary Chapel of
Costa Mesa, also owns KWVE(FM), a
commercial Christian station 50 miles
from Temecula in Santa Ana. That is
where O'Rourke, now 26, continues to
learn his craft.
Under the tutelage of mentor Tom
Koza, O'Rourke began to understand
some of the complexities of the industry.
Koza is the Los Angeles engineering
manager for Univision Radio.
"Marcos is agreat kid and has awonderful enthusiasm," Koza said. " His
strengths are along the lines of where
technology is going and he knows his
stuff. He also knows how to keep his job
and his home life in balance, which is
critical. Marcos knows that you have to
be a success in your job, but you also
have to be asuccess with your family."
O'Rourke has good things to say about
Koza as well.
"I can't put what he taught me into alist,
but Tom has alot of wisdom, and experience in the business," said O'Rourke. "It's
great having someone with a wealth of
knowledge like that to tap into."
Station with a mission
KWVE is a religious station, which
fits well with O'Rourke's beliefs.
"Jesus said to go into the world and
preach the Gospel, and what better way is
there to do that than radio?" he said. "We
have had people respond to the station
when they were depressed and going to
commit suicide. They were flipping

through the dial and came across our station and the pastor on the air pulled them
out of whatever they were into.
"This station touches people."
O'Rourke occasionally fills in on the
air during locally broadcast segments, but

O'Rourke. "Iwill actually read equipment manuals. Iknow it's a rare thing,
but Ido it. Then sometimes I'll just dive
right in and try something. Hopefully I
won't reformat the hard drive."
The station known as "K-Wave" is a
small operation and O'Rourke is called
on to do almost everything.
"That means it gets interesting when I
try to go on vacation:' he said. He and his
wife Lindsey and son John recently went
to Las Vegas for a three-day vacation
"and Ihad seven or eight phone calls
from the station during that time. I'm
glad it was just computer stuff that Iwas
able to log on and fix."
His favorite part of the job is working
with equipment and building new studios.
"I like to do something right," he said.
"That is the most important part of any
job."

with involves putting abooster in the corridor along the freeway between Corona and
Anaheim Hills, which has acar count of
about 275,000 per day. We have ashadowing problem there now. And we're about to
add HD2 and HD3 channels that will also

Outreach
Asked about the biggest problems facing the engineering profession, O'Rourke
didn't hesitate.
"There are not enough young people. I
go to SBE meetings and everyone is over
50." He'd like to see more outreach programs where engineers go into high
schools.
"If someone had done that for me when
Iwas that age, my attention might have
been drawn to radio alot earlier. No one
ever told me I'd be able to be the one to fix
the equipment or help build the station."
"There will always be aplace for terrestrial radio," he continued. "In disasters,
when all other services such as Internet

O'Rourke says INVVE 'touches people.' Here, son John helps him
make adjustments to the mics in the TOC.
much of what is aired on KWVE is
recorded church services, edited for specific time slots and made available
through syndication.
The stand-alone FM's Web site states
that the station uses no consultants or
research. "All programming is done
through Calvary Chapel without regard to
sales trends, profit margins or demographics."
Yet KWVE is still acommercial station; if underwriting and sponsorships are
not in place, the station will not continue
to run.
"I have a general manager, Richard
McIntosh, who is really in touch with the
religious and the business side of broadcasting," said O'Rourke. "The projects he
has me working on are exciting."
McIntosh said, "Marcos is very good
at keeping up with trends and keeping me
informed because I'm a non- technical
kind of guy.
"One of the projects he'll be involved

'The siren call of radio drew me in, and being
able to work hands-on sealed the deal.'

stream on our Web site. The HD2 channel
will be amusic format and our HD3 will
be Spanish religious programming.
"It just grows and grows, and Marcos
is integral to everything we do here."
KWVE is part of a satellite network
that O'Rourke helped build. The Axia
Audio platform is used, and studio
updates are ongoing. There are six studios at KWVE — an on-air room, talk
studio and three production rooms —
and a master control room for satellite
operations.
"I've always been a reader," said

and phones are out, radio is there. Idon't
think satellite services are a threat to
radio, but Ido think that Wi-Fi or similar
wireless networks could be. Unless the
RIAA interferes, Internet radio will be
heard in cars, so Isee that growing."
And where does O'Rourke see himself
in the future?
"I would love to still be working here
at KWVE," he said. "But my biggest goal
is to love my family and raise my son to
be aman."
Ken Deutsch has been afrequent contributor to Radio World since 1985.
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Available in 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 record channels, any channel is user defined capable of
simultaneous logging, Best of Show recording, mic skimming and podcasting. Also versatile
for archiving, competition monitoring, network show recording and Audio On Demand
functions.
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TOLL FREE 888-665-0501
Web. www.imediatouch.com
Email. sales@imediatouch.com

Revenue Solutions

HD Radio

Solutions From SCMS
GET YOUR STL SOLUTIONS FROM
THE DEALER THAT KNOWS RADIO
Moseley SL9003T1
Studio Transmitter Link

STL

••••••••••••wimonnwr

Starlink SL9003T1 Ti! El STL is a fully integrated
RF Site

Drogram audio, voice, and data transport system that
combines Moseley's reputation for high quality aural
Studio- Transmitter Links with digital Tl/E1 technology.
THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR YOUR STATION
STL

• Program Audio
• HD RadioTM Audio and Data Stream

TsL •

Remote Pickup ( RPU)

• Satellite Downlink

Studio

• Off- Air Monitor
DATA • Remote Mirrored Server
• IP-Based Equipment Control
• Surveillance and Security

4

• Internet and E-mail
• RDS / RBDS data
«Transmitter Remote Control
VOICE • Telephone OPX
« Intercom Channels

Your best value for the future is the right STL choice today.
Moseley Starlink is available from the most reputable
supplier in radio broadcast — SCMS

Rack Room

M d- South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben

Contact SCMS

Central: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien

at any of its offices

West Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp

to discuss your needs

Md -West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
South-Ptlantic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White

YOU

KNOW

WE

KNOW

RADIO

,

NDrth-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-213-775-2725 John Lackness
North C2ntral: 1-513-376-8600 Pam Leffler
Pro Aucio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein
Latin America: 1-7'60- 650-1427 Lily Massari

www.SCMSinc.com

1-800-438-6040
Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy

HQ in Pineville, NC
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A TiVo-Style System for Recording Radio
Radioshift Is $32 Software for Mac OS Machines
Offered by Massachusetts-Based Rogue Amoeba
by James Careless
Can radio programs be more easily
"time- shifted," recorded for later listening, in a manner akin to the TiVo and
similar digital video recorders? If so, will
consumers be willing to buy
software that can do this for
them on their home computers?
Software developers at
Rogue Amoeba are gambling
the answer is "yes" to these
questions. The company, a
Massachusetts-based, privately owned software firm
founded
by
Quentin
Carnicelli, has invented aprogram called Radioshift.
Available for Mac OS
machines at www.rogueamoeba.com — offered as a free
trial version that can be made
permanent for $ 32 —
Radioshift " is a tool for
improving the experience of
listening to Internet radio,"
says CEO Paul Kafasis.
"Right now, in the 1.0 version, it's built to do timed
recording of streamed ( and
AM/FM) radio content, much
like a PVR does. Select a

show, click Subscribe and you're all set.
Radioshift also works nicely to listen to
tens of thousands of programs that are
available online.
"Live listening features are fairly rudimentary right now, but in the future we'll
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be working to improve the live listening
aspects of Radioshift as well."
The product
Click on the Radioshift "speaker" icon
on your desktop and you're transported
into Radioshift's Radio Guide. Using
data licensed from RadioTime Inc., this
guide has more than 50,000 station and
program listings. It comes
with a search engine that
allows you to search by program name, station ID, keywords or genres. If you're
feeling global, call up the program's world view, to shop
for stations by city.

ing audio from records and tapes, to
pulling sound bites from various sources.
The other was timed recording of Internet
radio.
"This second use case was possible
with Audio Hijack Pro, but it wasn't
easy. Setting up recordings, particularly
finding the stream URL, isn't simple.
With Radioshift and its built-in Radio
Guide, we're making this alot simpler."
Useful?
Like so many Web-based applications
over the years, Radioshift is undeniably
clever and cool to use. But will people
pay for it?
Yes, according to Kafasis. "Radioshift
has been selling quite well, better than
we expected:' he said. "That's encouraging, because we plan to add many more
features to the application, which should

Radioshift is a tool for improving the
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experience of listening to Internet radio.
— Paul Kafasis
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Selecting specific programs
to record/timeshift takes afew
mouse clicks. Recording is
done in the background whenever the audio is being
streamed, in real time.
Radioshift can handle Real
Audio, QuickTime Windows
Media and MP3 streaming
_An
formats, so compatibility is
rarely an issue. You can also record
directly from AM or FM by connecting a
USB-enabled Griffin RadioShark receiver to your Mac.
Genesis
"Radioshift is really the latest in aline
of audio recording applications," said
Kafasis.
"[Our] Audio Hijack Pro has long
been popular on Mac OS X for recording
of all audio since its release over four
years ago. It didn't take long for us to
realize that there were two major use cases for Audio Hijack Pro. The first was
live recording from podcasts, to import-
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increase its popularity further."
Does Radioshift have value to the
broadcasting industry? " Probably for
smaller stations," said Tom McGinley,
DOE/MIS for CBS Radio in Seattle and
technical adviser to Radio World.
"Most digital storage automation products out there already used by most stations have aBGR (background recorder)
or time- shift program capability," he
pointed out. However, for those stations
that don't, Radioshift could fill agap. The
downside is that Radioshift "only runs on
Mac OSX," says McGinley. Nevertheless,
he finds it agood value at $32.
The bottom line: As aMac-only application, Radioshift has limited value in a
PC-dominated universe. Still, the program's functionality could be of use to
stations needing the ability to record programming from other sources via the
Web, or to record their own content for
long-term storage. And for consumers,
it's software that can help extend online
radio's brand and content beyond the traditional real-time experience..
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Progressive Offers Specialized
Transmitter For Prisons, Health Clubs

112/
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Radio World Engineering Extra, the radio
industry's top resource for credible, highe
engineering information, has gone high-tr_cl?
itself! Subscribers can now choose to recee
their issues in a digital format, delivered
right to their desktop. The digital edition
contains all the same great articles of the
printed edition, with bonus live web links and
rich media content.
To start receiving your digital edition of
Radio World Engineering Extra, fill out the
form at http://www.myrweemag.com.

Sign-up Today!

Here's an interesting
twist in the product line
from one industry manufacturer.
The ACC- 100 from
Progressive Concepts is
a low-power FM transmitter used to retransmit television sound to
inmates in correctional
facilities. The devices
are also used in health clubs.
The company says the unit reduces background noise and allows users to watch
multiple TV sets without competing for the sound of each.
"Users simply tune their Walkman or headset receiver to the FM broadcast frequency corresponding to the screen they are watching, and they can listen to the
sound without bothering others in the same room:' the company said.
Progressive Concepts carries broadcast equipment including AM and FM transmitters, amplifiers, STL equipment, RDS and EAS encoders, stereo generators,
mics, audio sources, mod monitors and other products.
For information call the company in Illinois at ( 630) 736-9822 or visit
www.progressive-concepts.com.
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•Includes LAN, ISDN U & Sri",
and X.21 interfaces standard
•Auto backup to ISBN from
IP or X.21

IP DUAL AUDIO CODEC

•Built-in Web Browser for
control and monitor from
remote locations
•Comes fully loaded with every
available algorithm included

1

1À43.11/

PORTABLE IP dk. ISDN CODEE

•Based on Suprirna: Includes
many of the same features
•4- channel input mixer
with line/mic levels
and phantom power
•Lightweight & rugged design

SupetiMA/t

UP TO 14 IP AUDIO [ DUELS IN A 3U RACK

45 p
JA04A/t 1
u
UP TO 4 IP AUDIO CODEES IN A 1U RACK

•ISDN/X.21 modules available for automatic back-up
•Each module is hot-swappable
•Redundant Power Supplies
•Fully loaded with every available algorithm included
•No additional components or options are required to
meet your needs

MUSICAM USA

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
email: salesgmusicamusa.com
web: www.musicamusa.com

Product Guide

Studi Sessi ns
Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording
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ADMS 44.22 Switches 3Sources for KLZ
Broadcast Tools Offers 'Flawless' Matrix Switching;
Stations With Automation Will Like Its Flexibility
by Edward C. Dulaney
When the long- anticipated Broadcast
Tools ADMS 44.22 matrix switcher was
released, Ipounced on the chance to take
alook at it.
For many years, broadcasters have
needed a switcher that could manipulate

the AES program audio direct into our
Eventide BD500 delay.
The installation was simple, with
audio I/0 connected using the standard
"Euroblock"-style terminals. Power is
supplied via an "in-line" transformer, a
refreshing change from the standard
"wall wart" type of power supply. Serial

use it like we do, switching from AES to
analog for an emergency backup, the
switcher will make a slight "flanging"
sound during the transition.
Speaking of transitions, the ADMS
44.22 has anumber of ways it can switch
audio sources.
Just as with Broadcast Tools previous
offerings, the ADMS 44.22 can switch
sources instantaneously, just like the older 6X1 switchers. It can switch sources
with an overlap — very nice if you want

February 13, 2008

Product Capsule:
Broadcast Tools ADMS 44.22
AID Stereo Matrix Switcher

Thumbs Up
Easy installation
./ Power supplied via " in-line"
transformer vs. Wall wart ./ Exceptionally clean audio
Matrix switching between
AES sources was flawless

Thumbs Down
/ Internal AID converter introduce
40 ms of delay, causing "hiccup"
in audio
./ Unable to expand both input and

•••

output via the interconnection of

.1»

two units in parallel
PRICE: S1,299 list
CONTACT: Broadcast Tools at
(360) 854-9559 or visit
www.broadcasttoo

both AES and analog inputs, while providing both an AES and an analog output. But would the unit live up to my
expectations?
When it arrived, I immediately
installed it into the air chain on
KLZ(AM). This station broadcasts a
Christian music and talk format, and a
matrix switcher that would be transparent
to the audio is absolutely essential.
Previously we used an analog- only
matrix switcher that, while capable,
could not pass AES audio. Over the past
year I've made every attempt to get rid of
any remnants of analog audio in my engineering room, and that one last switcher
had been athorn in the flesh.
So out it came, and in went the
Broadcast Tools ADMS 44.22. Ineeded
to be able to switch back and forth
between three sources: on- air console
output from the Wheatstone router
(AES); output from asecond Wheatstone
bus ( AES); and an emergency direct feed
from the RCS NexGen automation (analog). The output was configured to send

I/0 uses the typical Broadcast Tools RJ21 style of connector. Provided with the
switcher is an adaptor that permits connecting the modular style cord to astandard 9-pin RS-232 port on aPC.
The ADMS 44.22 provides sample
rate conversion on all the AES inputs,
and a high-quality 24 bit AJD-D/A converter for analog audio. For facilities that
require AES sync, the ADMS 44.22 has a
word clock input and output available.
Back and forth
It was now time to place the switcher
into active service. As expected, it came
online without ahitch. Audio was exceptionally clean and the matrix switching
between AES sources was flawless.
However, switching between an AES
source and an analog source was not
quite as clean as Iwanted it to be. The
internal A/D converter introduces about
40 ms of delay, causing a noticeable
"hiccup" in the audio. For the majority
of people using this switcher, Idon't see
this as being aproblem. However if you

to seamlessly transition between local
and satellite feeds. Plus it can keep multiple events active at all times, so if necessary you could have all four AES
sources active at once.

"Send Serial" commands available in the
NexGen system.
If eight inputs ( four AES and four
analog) are not enough, the ADMS
44.22 has a port on the back panel that
Fade away
facilitates the interconnection of two
There also is a programmable fade
ADMS 44.22 units in parallel. This will
in/out available on every channel.
give you 16 total inputs (eight AES and
Rather than just cutting off the audio
eight analog).
cold, the ADMS 44.22 could slowly
My only complaint about that configfade down the audio. Or, if you are
uration is that the switcher will not give
using it to join a satellite channel that
has bumper music, it could fade it in at a you any additional outputs by putting
them in parallel. It would be anice to be
pre-programmed rate.
Radio stations with automation sysable to expand both input and output via
the interconnection.
tems will enjoy the flexibility that the
ADMS 44.22 provides. The RS- 232
If you are looking for a way to mix
AES and analog sources together easily,
interface permits connection of the
the ADMS 44.22 is the device you want.
switcher to any PC with a serial port
I've placed my order for more of these
available. And many automation compaunits. With four radio stations in one
nies have modules available to control
building, aswitcher like this is just what
the switcher through alocal log entry. In
the engineer ordered.
my case the NexGen system could not
talk directly to the ADMS 44.22, but I
Edward C. Dulaney is the chief engineer
was still able to control it using the
for Crawford Bmadcasting in Denver

id World's # Music Scheduling Software for Windows®
Istarted using MusicMaster afew years
ago, and it didn't take me long to fall in love
with it! The visual appearance is simple and
clean,

is faster and less prone

to crashing than any other Windows- based

ee

what the excitement is about.

music scheduling program. Creating perfect
rotations is easy with the Rule Tree Wizard.
This amazing feature looks at your database
and suggests what rules you need, don't

GO TO:

need, and/or can be modified.

www.mmwin.com

MARK PATRIC

or call 1.800.326.2609

MAGMEDIA
Music Scheduling Consultant

Mug Master
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Able to leap tall buildings
No distance or line- ofsight restriction makes
Starlink SL9003T1 the
ideal choice for STIITSL
and intercity links.
Starlink Ti 's
bidirectional high capacity
significantly reduces
communications costs
compared to discrete audio,
telephone and data circuits.
And Starlink's
uncompressed digital
audio will stand out
above your competition.

SU over any distance or terrain...
...Moseley Starlink Ti
• HD RadioTM and Multicasting
• Transmitter remote control
• R3DS data
• Telephone extension
• IP-based equipment control
• Internet and e-mail connection
Call the digital SIL experts today.
Dave Chancey 805.968.9621
Bill Gould 978.373.6303
www.moseleysb.com

Moseley
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Product Capsule:

Zoom H2: A ' Remarkable Little Machine'
Though Radio May Require a More Rugged Unit,
The Low- Cost H2 Offers Flexible, Clean Recording
by Frank Beacham
Isuspect you're wondering the same
thing: Is it possible that a $200 digital
audio recorder is good enough for professional use in radio broadcasting?
Iwish Icould offer asimple "yes" or
"no" answer but the story is not that simple. As with most things in life, there are
grey areas.
The Zoom H2 Handy Recorder,
priced at $ 199 list, is definitely a
groundbreaking product — if for nothing else than by offering such a rich
feature set for so low aprice. It might
even fit on a timeline of technology
history as an example of how good
China has become at designing and
building complex electronic devices at
an extremely low cost.
There are quite a few portable
audio recorders now available, but this
tiny, four-ounce model is no "me too"
product. It uses an adjustable fourmicrophone array in aW-X/Y configuration to capture and decode audio in
several formats up to 48 kHz at 24 bit
resolution.
That means the H2 can be used in
novel ways. For example, it can be
mounted on top of avideo camcorder
to record audio in a360 degree pattern
on four tracks for conversion to 5.1 surround.
For more traditional radio broadcasting functions — say, recording news conferences or other live events — the H2
easily can be used with two mic capsules
to record in a90-degree pickup pattern as
stereo or a dual mono mix in a 16 bit
WAV or MP3 file. As a dual side- fire
device, it also can be set in a front-rear
pickup mode for face-to-face interviews.
By pressing the Play/Pause button
while recording, the H2 creates amarker
as acue point. These marks, up to 99 of
them, can be used as locators within
BWF ( Broadcast Wave Format) files.
This embedded information can be useful in locating key segments of arecording quickly.
Like most audio recorders in this category, the H2 stores data to an SD flash
card (up to 4 GB for about six hours in
16 bit/44.1 kHz mode). The card can
either be removed for insertion into a
Mac or Windows PC, or the recorder can
be connected via USB 2.0 to act as afullspeed mass storage device.
In aseparate function, the H2 also can
serve as an audio interface for apersonal
computer. The user can directly record

the output from the H2's microphones or
external inputs directly to the computer
via aUSB cable.
Using two AA batteries ( alkaline,
oxyride or rechargeable nickel-hydride),

the device can record for four continuous
hours. The batteries are easy to change by
removing athin plastic lid on the back of
the recorder. An AC adapter is included.
Sibling rivalry
Unlike its big brother, the Zoom H4,
the H2 has no XLR connectors. In addition to the built-in mic array, there is a
mini stereo microphone input with 2.5
volt plug-in-power capability, plus aseparate line-level input. Also available is a
combo headphone/line out mini jack for
playback and monitoring.
The H2 has an especially wide choice
of signal processing functions for maintaining proper recording levels. There are
choices of AGC (general and speech),
compression (general, vocal, drum) and
limiter (general and concert). These also
can be turned off for completely manual
control. There's also alow-cut filter, twosecond pre-record buffer and auto-record
function.
In evaluating any portable audio
recorder, Istart by diving in to the user

interface without reading the manual.
I've found that if the functions are intuitive and clear without the operating
instructions, it's usually a sign of
thoughtful design.
I'm pleased to say, for the most part,
the H2 passed my test, though for aging
eyes, glasses might be necessary to view
the tiny text on the 1inch wide, backlit,
128 x64 dot display. Once Icould see, I
was able to zip right through most of the
functions.
However, to my dismay, Ifound that
after formatting the flash card, most of
my chosen set-up parameters switched
back to default. This also happened
after one battery change but did not
occur after another. Ican't explain the
inconsistency.
Ifrequently re-format flash cards so
this constant resetting is annoying, and
Ihope Zoom, in a future firmware
update, allows the user's preferred
functions to be remembered until
changed.
How does the H2 sound? Quite
good for a $200 recorder. But come
on, dreamers, use your common sense.
The components and preamps in this
type of device do not equal the sonic
quality of high-end professional gear.
As a consumer-grade, general-purpose audio recorder, however, the Zoom
H2 is adecent performer.
Radio folks
Perhaps more important to radio
broadcasters who might be salivating at
the prospects of a $200 digital audio
recorder is the issue of durability.
Again, common sense helps. The H2
is made of thin, light plastic. Some
switches feel fragile, and the hinged door
covering the SD slot appears ready to
snap off with a single heavy-handed
touch. Iwouldn't bet on an H2 surviving
adrop to aconcrete sidewalk.
If a broadcaster seeks an audio
PRODUCT

Zoom H2 Handheld
Digital Recorder

Thumbs Up
/ Full-featured portable digital
audio recorder for $ 200
/ Four-microphone W-X/Y configuration
=

allows creativity in sound design
/ Good battery life, long recording
time on up to 4 GB SD flash card
/ Features like compression, limiter,
low-cut filter and marker for
BWF metadata
/ Choice of various WAV and MP3
recording formats
/ Small, compact, 4 ounce package

=

Thumbs Down
/ Flimsy, plastic case seems fragile
/ Menu settings lost after SD card
format
,/ Display screen small and hard
to read
PRICE: $ 199
CONTACT: Samson Technologies at

(631) 784-2200 or visit www.zoom.coj

recorder for hard daily use, the H2 is
not the best choice. Iwould suggest a
far more rugged ( and expensive) unit
like Sony's PCM-Dl for that role.
However, if treated gently, the H2 can
certainly do the job and do it well. A
workhorse, it's not.
Used in the right creative hands, the
H2 has the flexibility to go far beyond
many traditional recorders. The experimental possibilities with wide stereo and
surround sound fields are exciting, and
no doubt will be explored by some with
an artistic view of sound production.
A couple of years ago, when the first
generation of low-cost portable digital
records began appearing in the marketplace, a $200 device like the Zoom H2
would have been unimaginable. Now that
it's here, this remarkable little machine
opens a new world of digital audio
recording that just about anyone. Perhaps
that's the big story here.
Frank Beacham is a writer and media
producer living in New York. Visit his
Web site at www.frankbeacham.com.
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Studio Technologies Debuts
Three Units for Broadcasters
Studio Technologies introduced its Model 46 interface, which it says is
designed to interface two-wire full-duplex party-line intercom circuits with fourwire audio circuits associated with matrix intercom systems.
The unit provides two independent two-channel interfaces. Each contains two
hybrid circuits with automatic nulling capability.

Product Showcase
Model RFC- 1IB Remote Facilites Controller
• control transmiter from any telephone
• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

« Sine Systems

In forma rum.'

615.228.3500
wwwsinesystems.COM

Multiple LED level meters allow continuous monitoring of the input and output
signals for reliable operation. DC power sources eliminate the need for external
intercom power supplies, according to the company.
Studio Technologies also added the Model 233 to its line of announcer's consoles, with features such as an integrated side tone section, two line-level audio
talkback outputs, two line-level audio inputs, dual-channel intercom interface and
atally output; and it debuted StudioComm for Surround Models 76 and 77.
Based on the StudioComm for Surround Models 68A/69A, Models 76 and 77
offer several upgrades. The inputs are AES3id (unbalanced) digital audio, while
the outputs remain analog. Multiple Model 77 user control surfaces can be connected.
For more information, contact Studio Technologies Inc. at (847) 676-9177 or
visit www.studio-tech.com.
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DSF-1 Is Surround
Mic System
SoundField says its DSF-1 music surround mic system was designed
solely for music recording.
It incorporates atechnology that enables the high-resolution capture of
ambient or image critical music events that must ultimately fit a
variety of delivery formats, from stereo to multi-channel formats.
The DSF-1 delivers mono, stereo, 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1, as well as B for-

mat, the archival medium for future formats. It comprises aSoundField
microphone and adigital output pre,amp/processor. In addition to selectable 48/96/192 kHz output sample rates, the DSF-1 can output audio at the CD
mastering standard of 44.1 kHz, as well as 88.2 kHz and 176.4 kHz.
Both word clock input and output are provided. The DSF- Iallows users
to change the microphone pickup pattern remotely from the preamp; rotate
and invert the mic without physically handling it; adjust the angle or width
of the final output in stereo or surround; and deliver the final output in
mono, stereo, mid-side or surround sound.
SoundField's Surround Zone software is available for use with common
DAWs such as Digidesign Pro Tools, Steinberg Nuendo and SADiE.
For more information, contact SoundField 'sdistributor TransAudio
Group at ( 702) 365-5155 or visit www.soundfield.com.

Plug-in Enables File Exchange
Between Pro Tools, Dalet
Dalet Digital Media Systems enables the integration of Digidesign Pro
with Dalet Radio Suite via the MetaPlug Broadcast 2.0, an audio suite
plug-in developed by Creative Network Design.
MetaPlug Broadcast 2.0 for Dalet Radio Suite lets Pro Tools users save complex mixes with associated metadata to aDalet Content Catalogue. These mixes
are then available to all Dalet users.
The integration merges post-production workflows based on Pro Tools with
integrated production, scheduling and play-out workflows driven by Dalet
Radio Suite, as well as with digital archives based on Dalet Media Library.
Prior to the Dalet integration with MetaPlug Broadcast, Pro Tools users had to
undertake multiple steps to hand off sessions: bounce to disk, upload to an FTP
site, import the file and manually enter metadata into the Dalet Asset Manager.
The MetaPlug Broadcast 2.0 for Dalet Radio Suite reduces the upload
process to one step from within Pro Tools. The media file, including metadata,
is populated in the Dalet Content Catalogue and available across the music
production and playout workflow.
For more information, contact Dalet in New York at (212)269-6700 or visit
www.dalet.com.
TOGIS

Popless Has Filter For Heil Mics
Popless Voice Screens says its VAC-PR40 pop filter is designed for Heil
Sound PR-40 and PR- 30 microphones, and clamps onto the Heil SM2
shock- mount.
Popless' filters feature Variable
Acoustic Compression, which provides adjustable control of pop and
sibilance filtering to fit an individual's voice. With VAC, the user
adjusts the acoustic screens for the
desired amount of pop and sibilance filtering needed.
A mini-gooseneck adjusting system places the VAC-PR40's 3.5
inch diameter acoustic screens in
front of the microphone and tracks microphone movement. Attaching the
VAC-PR40 to the Hell SM2 shock-mount keeps the microphone isolated from
unwanted vibrations. Suitable for reading copy, the VAC-PR40's low-profile
acoustic screens are asuitable choice for radio stations looking to upgrade the
sound quality of their on-air announcers for HD, according to the company.
Each VAC pop filter comes with two washable 3.5 inch diameter acoustic
screens and an adjustable screen holder. For minimum filtering, only one
acoustic screen is used. Adding the second close to the first provides medium filtering, with maximum filtering obtained when the distance between
acoustic screens is furthest apart in the screen holder.
The VAC-PR40 has aMSRP of $77.
For more information, contact Popless Voice Screens at (800) 252-1503
or visit www.popfilter.com.
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BUILDOUTS

Americow Reno
by Tom Vernon
Some buildouts require quick turnaround times, others force designers to think out of the
box. In this series of occasional articles, RW profiles facilities that caught our eye due to their
size, complexity or innovation.
When Americom Reno, aseven-station medium-market radio group in Nevada, purchased a
new building, the move needed to be executed quickly.
Bill Schulz, director of programming and operations, says three criteria were emphasized
during the planning process.
"We needed an easy path to HD
Radio when we were ready to make
the switch; the operation needed
user functionality to accommodate
multiple program sources; and we
needed functional equipment that
wouldn't break the bank."
The 10-studio complex is home
to KRNO(FM), KODS(FM),
KLCA(FM), KCTQ(FM), KBZZ
(AM), WJFK(AM), and also Scott
Communications- owned KWNV
(FM), for which Americom Reno
provides programming, operations
and engineering support. Forty-five
people are employed at the site.
Harris provided turnkey services
Bill Schulz in KLCA Studio 2
for the Nevada broadcaster including planning, design and installation of equipment in the new twofloor facility. The move was
completed over a17-day period.
Harris also delivered nine 16channel, 12-fader NetWave on-air
consoles, the VistaMax Envoy networking system, audio infrastructure for seven on- air studios, two
production rooms and one talk studio, as well as the studio furniture.
All 10 studios connect to the central 64-channel studio networking
system, which allows Americom
Reno to share any audio source in
the building, whether connected to
one of the consoles or to the Envoy
in the technical operations center.
KODS Studio
While most of the gear was purchased new, Schulz said the group
is reusing alot of microphones and
audio processors.
At the same time as the move,
Americom Reno switched from an
older DOS-based automation system to a Prophet ( now RCS)
NexGen package. This was provided by Harris and integrated seamlessly with the rest of the project.
Much of the studio gear came
with customized tweaks for the
group's unique needs. Schulz said
each of the NetWave consoles has
an external "World Feed" panel
encased in a wooded frame. Each
contains an assortment of cables
and connectors enabling television
KBZZ Talk Studio 2
crews, live bands and temporary
sources like laptops and MP3 players to quickly interface with the studio.
The talk studio shared by the two AM stations features acustom table with multiple turrets
for cabling and built-in delay dumps, custom relay controls for switching between the two AM
studios and built-in headphone jacks for multiple host and guest positions.
In addition to the studio gear, the TOC contains eight racks that house microwave transmitting and receiving gear, Marti remote equipment, audio processors, the Prophet Systems
automation PCs and afrequency-agile auxiliary transmitter.
Behind the studio building, a70-foot tower mounts nine STL dishes to five transmitter sites,
as well as the auxiliary antenna for FM broadcast. The extra STL antennas provide capacity to
handle HD Radio signals along with analog once the switchover is made. Tower rigging was
performed by P&R Tower Systems of Sacramento, Calif.
"By upgrading everything at home first, we will be better prepared when we begin HD Radio
upgrade work at the transmitter sites." added Schulz.
Tell us about your new studio buildout or renovation. E-mail radioworld@imaspub.com..
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Sony PCM-D1 Is ' Combat-Ready'
Recorder Has 4 GB Drive, Titanium Body, Weighs
Less Than 19 Ounces and Passes 'Klutz Test'
by Steven L. Herman
Broadcast News Correspondent
NEW DELHI, India Ihave been
using audio recorders since tape spun
around on reels and the fastest way to
edit on deadline was with arazor blade.
My days of accidentally drawing blood
from my fingertips are, thankfully, way
behind me. Little could Ihave imagined
back then, however, that Iwould eventually record on amachine with no moving
parts.
During the past couple of years Ihave
purchased several of the portable "tapeless" recorders marketed to broadcast
journalists and other audio professionals.
Ihave put them to the test at news conferences, in the field and in the studio

throughout North America and Asia.
My primary criterion, of course, was
whether the units could produce broadcast quality sound; all were able to
accomplish that. In addition, Iwanted to
determine which machine was the most
intuitive and reliable, and which unit I'd
be willing to " go into combat" with,
meaning would it hold up to adverse conditions and still function if it got shot out
of my hands? Actually, Iwasn't worried
about gunfire but rather my notorious
butter fingers.
Only one unit passed the "klutz test"
and all others: the Sony PCM-D1, with
its 1mm-thick pure titanium body, and a
design elegance and user-friendly interface that restored my wavering faith in
Sony electronic equipment.

The PCM-D1, a 96 kHz/24 bit
recorder, has a non- removable 4 GB
drive, sufficient for hours of high-quality
recording. It also has a slot for Sony's
favorite memory stick. Unless the memory stick is being used, audio must be
transferred to a computer via a USB
interface ( supplied).
Press kit
The Sony, weighing less than 19
ounces with batteries inside, is a WAVonly machine. WAV is a higher quality
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The soft-spoken spokesman for the
Japanese Foreign Ministry, Tomohiko
Taniguchi, eyed it after anews conference
Iattended and loudly exclaimed, "Wow!"
Ihave discovered that sometimes the
D1 is the only piece of equipment Ineed
in the field because the built-in stereo
X/Y electret condenser microphone produces surprisingly good audio. Ionce
was forced by circumstance to hold up a
relatively bulky unit from acompetitor to
the lips of the Dalai Lama. The Sony D1
would have been a more dignified and
convenient choice.
Plop the Dl onto its sturdy tripod stand
and you have done away with the need
for an external microphone and stand in

mil('
MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS
Outstanding design - Yellowtec's new product
line for positioning microphones and
monitors mlka integrates simple and
elegant appearance with heavy
duty performance Combining
mic and monitor mounts
into one modular system,
mlka helps you restore
order to your desktop area.

ri
ft

!!1

E YE LLOWTEC
www.yellowtec.com

Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
info@yellowtec.com

Herman used the PCM-D Ito capture Bhutan's former
prime minister, Lyonpo Khandu Wangchuk, speaking in Thimpu.
many circumstances.
format but consumes more memory. MP3
Audio purists — the type who wouldn't
is sufficient for most voice recordings,
be caught dead using "consumer-grade"
especially at the 48 kbps sampling rate
equipment — have blogged disdain for the
setting. Irecord on the PCM-D1 at 48
kHz/16 bit, which gives me nearly six
D1 because it does not accommodate
those assuring three- pin XLR cannon
hours of recording time on the internal
plugs, which are not apt to become accihard drive.
This distinction between MP3 and
dentally unhitched.
Additional criticisms of the PCM-D1
WAV is not so important for most
include no method to recharge the batterreporters. And for most radio journalists,
ies without removing them, and no onexcept perhaps the audiophiles at NPR,
board phantom power for high-end conthe stereo settings are awaste of memory.
denser microphones ( which provide a
Ido wish the PCM-D1 had a mono
higher audio output level).
option.
The reliability and convenience of the
Sony now offers an optional adapter to
handle the XLR connectors and to proPCM-D1 does not come cheap. At
vide 48 V phantom power. But Ihave
$2,000, a price that hasn't come down
hesitated to purchase the optional unit
since its introduction, this is significantly
above the cost of what most company
because it retails for $500.
bean-counters might consider justifiable
compared to other seemingly sufficient
Suggestion box
My biggest beef with the PCM-D1 has
alternatives.
Some buyers might also be tempted to
dealt with battery power.
Ihave learned to be careful about
purchase the D1 for the same reason a
driver would choose apricier convertible
using batteries that seem fine (just below
coupe over aless expensive hardtop. The
1.5 V on a voltage tester). The load on
D1, let's face it, looks so darn cool.
See SONY, page 36

Check out the new HeadPodTM Amp.

"I demand the best...
the Aphex 230 is
clearly the best."
-Rick Dees
"My voice is my on air signature. Iwant it to
'jump' but also be clean, full and natural. Most
final on-air processors are cranked to ' stun'
and not very kind to voices.
With the Aphex voice processor,
both my voice and the voice of
my sidekick Patti ` Longlegs' Lopez
are incredibly open and present,
even after going through the
station's loudness box.''
The Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel
is acombinaiion of proprietary technologies
and the highest quality components.
Its performance cannot be duplicated by
any other product or combination of products,
hardware or software, at any price.
If you demand the best for voice
processing, demand the Aphex Model 230.

API-(EX
www.aphex.com
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AEQ Eases File Transport for PuntoRadio
by Yúsef Arikat Sanz
Technical and Transmission
Manager
PuntoRadio-Vega-Baja
ALICANTE, Spain In establishing
our radio station, we had to define awide
range of technical devices necessary for
the development of our daily work. One
such device was a recorder that was
portable, easy to use and had an integrated voice editor.
Internal affairs
We selected the AEQ PAW- 120
portable digital recorder for the journalists of PuntoRadio-Vega-Baja, and from
the first were surprised at the small size
of the unit — not bigger than atypical
mobile phone, which turns file transport
into asimple task.
The PAW- 120 has 1GB of internal

memory that allows for 18 hours of voice
recording or 10 hours for music. Features
include an internal integrated microphone, additional clip-on stereo microphone and external mono microphone.
The XLR cable is supplied.
It also has USB file transfer, automatic
level control for recording, voice activation and abuilt-in speaker.
The simplicity at the moment of
recording is an important feature to consider. The recorder does not lose any
quality because its easy operation and
easy functionality make it accessible for
personnel without any technical specific
training. The PAW- 120 records in the necessary format and quality for our transmission program: WAV-MPEG, Layer II.
The system also allows recording from
an external microphone or line inputs,
which is common in our daily meetings
and at press conferences. A marvelous

internal microphone also is available if
necessary.

computer. If we have access to any PC
software, it is USB-connectable using the
cable that PAW- 120 incorporates.
The PAW- 120 has turned out to be an
effective and valid work tool for our journalists, some of them with limited ability

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
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...like promotions that are easy to sell, apleasure to air, and make
you lots of money? We're all about that. Please take
amoment to visit G RACE BROADCAST.COM and check out our : Maud :
60- second " Sales Boosters." FREE demos, money-making
sales helps, and ridiculously healthy returns await.
Neat Ideas

Free Demos.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Sound Ideas for Building Businesss"

March 16-21 is National
AGRICULTURE WEEK

Que,flons ' Call us toll-frce ( 888)472-2388

www.gracebroadcast.com
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Yúsef Arikat Sanz holds the PAW- 120.
AEQ's PAW- 120 has other possibilities as well. The integrated audio editor is
useful for editing recorded files and
enables us to do so without an additional

Sony
Continued from page 34

the PCM-D1 is 400 mA, which is four to
40 times the load presented by atypical
tester. Too often, I've watched the indicator drain down quickly in the PCM-D1
after installing what Ithought were fairly
fresh AAs. Sony recommends using
Energizer e2 Lithiums.
Sony Pro Audio Product Manager Karl
Kussmaul told me, "We have observed
7.5 hours to 8hours of operation with e2
Lithium compared to 2 hours (best case)
using alkaline batteries. They cost signifi-

to manage technical devices.
For more information, including pricing, contact AEQ at (800) 728-0536 or
visit www.aeqbroadcast.com.

•

er. Ihave become prudent about frequently reformatting digital recorders after
transferring audio off the drives just to
make certain everything has been properly flushed.
Another quirk, which through my
ignorance caused me initial panic, was
seeing a "ghost" mirror drive pop up in
the computer after connecting via the
USB port. Opening the first drive Iwould
see no files! It turns out that the internal
flash memory appears as one drive, and
(if amemory stick is installed), the memory stick will show up separately as a
second drive.
Another quibble is that the PCM-D1
has no speaker. To listen to the audio

GraceBroadcast.com
Just Ta& Sell, and Run.

HOME IMPROVEMENT TIPS

The built-in stereo )UY electret condenser
microphone produces surprisingly good audio.

30 sec • market exclusive

V

rree Demo & Detedig at
Grecegroadeagt.com
toll-free

(888)472-23W

Just Tag

Free Demo
1)etoei or
GraceDroadcast corn

Sell, and Run.

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worldt readers. Reach Radio Station
owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising call Claudia at
1-703-998-7600, ext. 154 or email cvanveen@imaspub.com.

cantly more than conventional alkaline
batteries, but having up to four times the
battery life can make operating the D1
much easier."
Later models have been shipped with
an extra battery holder unit which will, at
least, save some time fumbling with battery replacement mid-interview.
Ihave to admit Ihave always recorded
to the unit's hard drive and have never
fiddled with the Sony memory stick.
Sony warns that only sticks with sufficient high-transfer speeds should be used
or files can get corrupted.
With some tapeless recorders, Ihaye
experienced trouble — new files apparently getting corrupted with data that had
been "erased." As most computer-users
have learned, dumping afile in the trash
bin does not mean it is really gone forev-

playback you'll need earphones.
Sony recently rolled out the PCM-D50
sans some of the DI's bells and whistles
at aretail price of $600. But because the
lower-cost unit is encased in aluminum, I
hesitate to put in my klutzy hands. Iam
not sure if titanium and the included tripod stand and windscreen (options for the
D50) justify an extra $ 1,400 for most
potential buyers.
Anyway, a choice between the two
units was not possible when Ipurchased
my early serial number D1 in Tokyo. But
with titanium reputedly able to stop abullet, Iam sticking with my " combatready" DI. Besides it will still work if it
happens to slip through my fingers.
For more information, contact Sony at
(800) 686- SONY ( 7669) or visit
www.sony.com/professional.

•
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PMD620 Uses
SD Card for
Data Storage
Marantz says its PMD620 is the first
model in the PMD series to use the SD
(Secure Digital) flash memory card for
data storage.
The handheld recorder houses two
electret condenser microphones and a
monitor speaker, making it suitable for
"go-anywhere" field recording applications such as interviews, podcasting,
meeting recording or live music.
Tactile buttons ease one-hand operation; ahigh-contrast organic LED screen
eases setup under dim lighting and offers
a large-font option. "Level" and "Peak"
LEDs give the status of the input signal,
and let the user toggle between four display screens that provide elapsed time,
time remaining and other data.
The PMD620 records uncompressed

WAV files for high-fidelity stereo music,
or lower resolution, mono MP3 files to
maximize record time. For WAV files,
users can choose from 16 or 24 bit linear
PCM recording at either 44.1 or 48 kHz
sample rates.
Podcasters will appreciate having a
total of six MP3 bit rates available, ranging from 192 kbps stereo down to 32
kbps mono. The menu-selectable AutoInput feature detects whether the line
input or external mic input is being used,
switching off the dual integrated mics
automatically.
The company touts its post-production
features as well, saying journalists will
appreciate its editing capabilities. The
Skip Back function eases transcription,
acting as apreset "back up and replay"
function, programmable for audio jumps
of up to 59 seconds.
File transfers to any computer are via
drag-and-drop with the USB 2.0 connectivity. Use the integrated speaker or miniplug headphones to monitor. The Copy
Segment function extracts a piece of
audio as aseparate file while keeping the
original intact.
Additional highlights include an array
of 1/8 inch stereo connectivity, including
both line and mic inputs, aLine Out for
playback and aheadphone jack for monitoring. A pair of Up/Down buttons allows
adjustment of input sensitivity.
For more information, including pricing, contact Marantz Professional
at ( 630) 741-0330 or visit www.
d-mpro.com.

Mayah Records to SD, USB While Transmitting Over IP
The second generation of Mayah's portable audio recorder Flashman is called
Flashman II, described by the company as arobust, compact unit with two switchable microphone/line inputs with professional XLR connectors, additional line inputs
and aheadphone/line output.
It records to SD cards or USB sticks of any capacity while transmitting simultaneously over IP/Ethernet. Using an optional PCMCIA-based adapter, Flashman II also
can transmit over UMTS/3G cellular networks, as well as WLAN/WiFi networks.
Flashman II records audio in an uncompressed PCM (BWF) file, as well as in
MPEG Layer II or III. These formats are also available for live audio transmission
along with G.711/G.722 and with advanced audio compression algorithms MPEG-4
HE AAC v2 and AAC ELD (Enhanced Low Delay).
Full automation of the audio-over-IP connections — no matter if they are established via wired Ethernet or wireless UMTS/3G and WLANfWiFi — is secured by
the implementation of the SIP protocol in combination with SDP and RTP protocols
as required by the EBU Audio-over-IP standard, available since October.
For more information, contact Mayah's U.S. distributor Lamar Systems at (918)770-0941 or visit www.mayah.com.

RemoteMix

Introducing AField Mixer That's Outstanding In Its...um...Field
Combining afour-channel field mixer with afour-channel headphone
amplifier, aphone- line hybrid, auniversal PBX handset interface, a
wireless phone interface and Bluetooth ° Wireless Technology to conned to cell phones and portables, the RemoteMix 4is ready to work
just about anywhere you are.
Use it as aphone- line hybrid, calling into your studio talk show hybrid.
Use it as afront end mixer for your POTS, ISDN or IP codec. Or use it
as acombination broadcast/IFB mixer. No matter how you use it, you'll
find that it's an incredibly versatile mixer.
Plus... IT SOUNDS GREAT! Asoft limiter prevents overdriving the
phone line interfaces, while the mixer XLR output is pre- limiter (full
range), meaning you have afeed for every need. Bass boost adds a
bit of low end before sending the signal down the phone line to provide
that "how'd you get it to sound THAT good over POTS lines" nudge.
There are convenient 3.5 mm send and receive jacks for recording the
show or mixing in your MP3 player.
The RemoteMix 4can be powered by batteries or the included AC
adapter, so you'll never lose aconnection - even during aloss in power!
We think we've done our homework with RemoteMix 4. And it'll be in
your hands in plenty of time for the fall sports season.

JK Audio
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO

p'.

JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • wwwjkaudio.com • info@jkaudio.com
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You/Corn Parrot Interfaces With Cellphones
You/Corn says its Parrot ENG flash recorder and communication device has an easy user interface.
Each button has only one function. The unit has professional connectors; an XLR mic or line and a
6.3 mm jack for the headphones; atrue limiter; batteries that last for 10 hours; and aflash memory,
whose record length depends on the size of the card and used bit rate.
The Parrot interfaces with amobile phone to act as adigital hybrid so users can build aduplex
communication channel to the studio. In an emergency, areporter can be on-air with alive report.
Pair the Parrot with amobile phone and press the Go button to send afile to aserver in the studio.
This audio file includes the following header information: time and date stamp, name of the reporter
and radio station, number and length of take, bit rate, sample rate and markers. A computer is not necessary.
The company says the Parrot is asound card when editing on acomputer. While acomputer is
unnecessary, reporters can use their computers to edit longer stories. By connecting to the USB port,
audio files on the flash card can be accessed. The microphone and headphones remain connected to
the same connectors, allowing the reporter to edit and play back his contribution.
Additional highlights include aBluetooth antenna and an LED bar that indicates I/O level.
For more information, visit www.youcom.nl.

Coming up in

LS- 10: Three Recording

Lingo TVR-128 Offers

Formats, 2 GB

59 Hours of Record Time

The LS- 10 linear PCM recorder from
Olympus offers 24 bit/96 kHz recording,
2GB memory and an SD slot.
The 2GB flash memory assures immediate recording, while the SD slot allows
for expanded capacity, according to the
company. Long battery life enables users
to record music, performances or lectures
up to 12 hours with two AA batteries.
Features include three recording formats: WAV, MP3 and WMA; and highsensitivity microphones and microphone
amplifier circuitry. Olympus says the
microphone amplifier circuitry is
designed to reduce interference for ultimate sound clarity.
Additional highlights include up to 12
hours of recording capability; lightweight, aluminum, 5.3 ounce body; and
stereo speakers.
The Olympus L-10 carries an MSRP
of $399.99
For more information, contact
Olympus America at (888) 553-4448 or
visit www.olympusamerica.com.

Buyer's Guide

Lingo Corp. introduced its
2.2 ounce TVR-128 digital
voice recorder, measuring in at
4 inches x 1inch x .75 inches.
It allows for up to 59 hours of
voice-activated recording time
in two speeds: SP and LP. It
also allows reporters to download and upload voice and
music files to their PC.
The TVR-128 comes with a
USB adaptor and CD-ROM,
as well as a built-in microphone. It operates on and two
AAA batteries.
Additional
highlights
include 128 MB memory;
external microphone; and earphone.
The Lingo TVR-128 retails
for $99.95.
For more information, contact Lingo Corp. at (800) 6974825 or visit www.lingotravel.com.

Audio Production &
Creation
March 12

Microphones &
Audio Monitors
April 9

Transmitters
May 7

Audio Processing
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GORMAN REDLICH
DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITOR
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MODEL CMR — Remote Controllable
Digital Antenna Monitor — 2 tower
Price $ 3200

additonal towers 5200 each

The Model CMR is a state of the art instrument of unequalled
accuracy and stability. With typical modulation, the CMR's true
ratio readout is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude.
•True Ratio reading. Non-Reference and Reference amplitudes are separately measured and divided electronically
to give an accurate digital reading.
•Stable, accurate phase reading with automatic phase sign.
•Amplitude or True Ratio may be selected for measurement
with a front panel switch.
•Dual Surge Protection.

Gorman Redlich
257 W. Union Street

Phone: 740-593-3150

Athens, Oh 45701

Fax: 740-592-3898

jimg@gorman-redlich.com

bext@bext.com

www.gorman-redlich.com
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Portastudio Additions Record To Hard Drive, CF
TASCAM released the DP-02 and DP-02CF, part of its Portastudio line of studio recorders.
The difference between the models is that the DP-02 records to a40 GB hard drive, whereas the DP-02CF records to
CompactFlash media. The DP-02CF also includes a1GB CompactFlash card as alaunch promotion.
Features include two XLR mic/line inputs with phantom power for condenser microphones; eight-track
recording at uncompressed 44.1 kHz / 16 bit audio quality; Portastudio-based interface with volume
fader, pan, effect send, high and low EQ controls per channel; and an EQ frequency button to access
high and low EQ shelf frequencies.
Also included are stereo line outputs on RCA analog and S/PDIF optical digital connectors; USB
2.0 interface for transferring tracks, mixes and backup files to acomputer; dedicated stereo master
track for mix-down; internal metronome and bar/beat display for song position; headphone output; and
astereo reverb processor with send/return controls for multichannel mixing.
The DP-02 also has amulti-effects processor with guitar, bass, vocal and drum programs, and featuring a
tube overdrive effect; achromatic tuner; and CD-RW burner for CD mastering and song backup.
For more information, including pricing, contact TASCAM at (323)726-0303 or visit www.tascam.com.

MicroTrack II
Captures High SPL
Without Clipping
M-Audio debuted the MicroTrack II
handheld digital recorder, which features
analog input limiter, 48 V phantom power
and headphone monitoring of S/PDIF.
The extended input gain range and
limiter enable the MicroTrack II to capture high-SPL sources without clipping.
The unit's high-speed USB 2.0 connection yields afast file transfer rate, according to the company.

MicroTrack II lets users record WAV
and MP3 files to CompactFlash cards
through balanced line inputs or built-in
microphone preamps, then drag and drop
recordings to acomputer for editing or
Web posting. Preamps with 48 V phantom
power work with condenser microphones
to record up to 24 bit/96 kHz.
Balanced 1/4 TRS line inputs also ease
the taking of afeed directly from astudio
or club mixer. S/PDIF inputs let users
record the output of digital mixers and
perform transfers from other digital
recording/storage devices.
Create multi- part WAV recordings
beyond 2GB in size. The ability to place
markers in WAV files during recording
makes it easy to find a specific event
while editing content, according to the
company. A user-created folder structure
enables organization and location of files
in the field.
Users also can dim the backlight to save
battery life and be discrete in adark room;
and let the recorder hibernate, then "wake
it up" to record on short notice.
The MicroTrack II carries an MSRP of
$499 and is shipping.
For more information, contact MAudio at (626) 633-9050 or visit www.maudio.com.

NABSINIOW
Where Content Comes to Life'

Welcome to the place where creativity originates, inspiration comes alive and
dreams become reality.
If you create, manage, finance, distribute or deliver content today then you're part of the ever
expanding and evolving Broader- casting' industry. Whatever your role, you need to stay abreast
of the latest technology trends like 3D, IPTV, mobile video and social media. Attend the NAB Show
this year and you'll see why it's THE world's marketplace for product introduction and the single
greatest gathering of content professionals. In fact, it's the most comprehensive display of digital
communications technologies— more than twice as large as any comparable event— and that
equals more value. More tools. More techniques. More connections.
Invest in your future and be a part of aglobal forum unlike any other. Join more than 110,000
professionals from 163 countries who make the NAB Show an integral part of their business
strategy and career planning every year.
Content comes alive at the NAB Show— and so does your future. Register today!

Be our guest at the NAB Show. Use code
A520 to register for your FREE NAB Show ExhIbits
Pass at www.nabshow.com/free

Conferences: April 11-17, 2008
Exhibits: April 14-17, 2008
Las Vegas Convention Center • Las Vegas
www.nabshow.com

Selected by the U.S. Department of Commerce as the most significant Industry event In which to participate in any
hemisphere. Visit www.nabshow.com/international to learn more.
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Clear Channel Asheville
Trades MD for FlashMic
Ken Ray, an engineer with Clear Channel Asheville, N. C., commented to
RW on his experience with the HHB FlashMic.
How do you use the HHB FlashMic?
Newsgathering. We replaced our previous system of gathering location
sound on DAT or MiniDisc with cabled microphones and then uploading to a
computer for editing. Everyone likes the FlashMic because it is just a mic;
everything is built in. You don't have to worry about mic cords or big recording units.
Has it petformed as expected?
Yes.
What features do you like the most?
It's pretty much plug and play. Turn it on and it's ready to go. Also, clients
don't have to come to the studio to cut spots; we can just grab the small mic
bag and go to them and have studio-quality spots without having to get everybody in the studio.
What features do you like least?
When you turn the mic on "not recording," it has abuffer after about 10
seconds, so if you wanted to record something fast and hit Record, it takes a
couple of seconds to start. It's probably in the manual to adjust that, but who
likes to look at those? Also, our WWNC news department would like to be
able to use the headphones while recording.
How long has it been in service?
Spring, 2007.
Any maintenance or operational problems?
None.
How would you rate the manufacturer's service/support?
We haven't had any problems, so, great.
What was the deciding factor in purchasing the system?
Tiny size; no cords.
Was the FlashMic anew purchase or areplacement for an older system?
They were replacements for MD players, about 10 x 12 in size.
Any other applications for the FlashMic?
We also have alot of musicians here between our six stations and we use it
for some mini-recording. If we just want acouple of guitars, or bass and guitar, it works great. When finished recording, just plug into acomputer and
there it is; just click and drag.
What other HHB products does your station use?
Headphones.
Note: HHB also has expanded its FlashMic range with acardioid version,
FlashMic DRM85-C (pictured). Both models share the same feature set, which
includes IGB flash memory for up to 18+ hours recording, USB audio data
transfer, apreamplifier with manual or automatic gain control, an illuminated
LCD display and
nine user templates that
can be configured
externally
using
the
supplied
FlashMic
Manager software.
The company says
radio journalists cite fast file
transfer and instant one-button
recording among the product
highlights.
For more information,
contact HHB 'sdistributor
Sennheiser USA at (860)
434-9190 or
visit
www.hhb.co.uk.

TECH
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ZFR800 Adds MP3s as
File Output Option
Zaxcom says it added MP3s as a file output option for its ZFR800 handheld digital
audio recorder for people who need small files to send over the Web.
The 14 ounce aluminum time code-referenced
microphone is suitable for voice recording applications that require mobility and sound quality
such as broadcast journalism and radio interviews.
The ZFR800 records eight hours of uncompressed
audio using a2 GB memory card. Features include faulttolerant recording with a pre-record buffer; removable miniSD recording media; RF receiver for remote time code synchronization and remote control; ergonomic camouflaged keypad for
single-handed operation of recording functions; graphic backlit display;
and aheadphone monitor output.
Markers can be set to identify key points in memory for fast transfer of recorded material. If amemory card is ejected or the unit is accidentally turned off while
recording, there will be no audio loss prior to the point of interruption.
File transfer software that runs on both Mac and PC operating systems is included with
the ZFR800. Audio files are recorded at 48 kHz/24 bits. The transfer software uses sample
rate conversion to obtain the sample rate and bit depth of choice when files are imported to
acomputer. Any number of versions of the same recording can be made from one file.
For more information, including pricing, contact Zaxcom at (973) 835-5000 or visit
www.zaxcom.com.

H2's USB Card Reader
Supports Leopard
Zoom released version 1.20 of its H2 portable
recorder. Changes were made to the USB card reader
function, which now supports Mac OS X v10.5
(Leopard).
Existing features include dual X/Y configured stereo
mics facing front and rear, which the company says are
suitable for capturing a wide and contiguous stereo
image. The two sets of mics allow the user to record at
90 degrees from the front or 120 degrees from the rear;
or use both pairs to produce a four-channel recording
with 360 degree coverage.
After recording, the 3D panning function gives the
user control over front/rear/left/right balance. Users also
can use commonly available authoring software to create
5.1 surround recordings.
Choose between recording formats such as 24 bit/96
4_
•
rte
kHz linear PCM (WAV files) and MP3. The company
suggests recording in MP3 format in almost any bit rate
when long recording capability and smaller file sizes are your goals. Four-channel, 360
degree recordings can be made in 24 bit/48 kHz format.
The H2 records on SD media and a512 MB SD card is included. H2 can accommodate
up to an 8GB card, allowing up to 12 hours of total recording time using the 16 bit/44.1
kHz WAV format. At 128 kbps MP3, users get 140 hours of stereo storage. With the
onboard USB port, recordings can be moved to acomputer and recording software can be
used to edit the audio, create mixes, burn CDs or distribute recordings by e-mail or on a
Web site.
Additional highlights include an automatic recording function. The H2 can be set to start
recording automatically when audio is detected and stop when audio ceases, allowing users
to capture audio while minimizing total recording time.
For more information, including pricing, contact Zoom 'sdistributor Samson
Technologies at 631-784-2200 or visit www.zoom.com

PR- R Internal Shock Mount
Reduces Handling Noise
Heil Sound will soon release its PR-R, amicrophone suitable for
ENG reporting.
Features include an omnidirectional moving-coil dynamic element
with an internal shock-mount that reduces handling noise.
The foot-long extended handle length is provided for larger call flags.
Its non-glare profile results in alow profile on TV cameras, according
to the company.
The zinc die-cast body construction enables the microphone to withstand physical and environmental punishment typically encountered
during field production operations.
Additional highlights include afoam pop shield, extended frequency
response with rising high end; and aweight of 10 ounces.
For more information, including pricing, contact Heil Sound at (618)
257-3000 or visit www.heilsound.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

AUDIO

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

icousticersr
= 888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
Contro & noise elim nation.

www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS

PRODUCTION
WANT TO BUY

Used 8 channel minimum
production board for asmall
market AM. Good condition.
Using aGateway 80 at sister
station and that fills the need
well. Mike Schweitzer KBJM,
Lemmon, SD - 605.374.5747
- kbjm1400@sdplains.com

WANT TO BUY

AUTOMATION

Collector wants to ouy old
vintaile speaker & amplifier,
McImmh, Marantz, Electra
Voice, Jensen, Altec, Tannoy,
Fisher, Dynaco, Cash- pick up
773-M-9035

EQUIPMENT

ANTENNAS/TOWERS
WANT TO SELL

AM Ground Systems Co.
Ground System
CoreArt.ction. Evaluation & Repair

1-877-766-2999
Gomplee 04,1 Radio Ground System Services

FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIG NS
AM & FM Tower Signs
ASP- Tower Regist ation
Stan iard & Custom signs
Gay Wire

Protectors - Mt. Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antannalDtemsn.com
Free Catalog
610-45S-8418
wonv.antermaID.con

AUDIO PROCUSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL

Urban Digital Optimcd 8200,
with Digital Audio Card Excellent condition - Priced
$5700.00 — Call Gene Huff 606-877-1326 or
email
wygeradio@yahoo.com
Orban
8100A —
great
condition.
Works well.
Comes
with
manual.
$850_00 — Roger Jacobson —
712-362-2644
Orbi 3200 ST/SRC — on- air
processor with Digital I/O
$3500.00 — David Hood 317-684-8128
WANT TO BUY

AM staiion in Utah Icoking to
purchase AM
prccessing
equipment. Seeking one or
two Orban-Optimod 9000A or
9100B. Call Steve at KVEL in
Vernal Utah. 435-789-0920

www.radioworld.com

MICROPHONES
WANT TO BUY

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873
or
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
11011110N 1110A11115 ihke RAM BOOMS,
new & rebuilt kir Ekom, Horns, CU.., CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent,
Monderson St. Omaha, NE

11435
68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

REMOTE &

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software

MICROWAVE

Miner of the 2007 "Cool Stuff" Award!

WANT TO SELL

WE RENT FOR LESS S

•••:-;

Now
available,
radio
automation for the Linux
operating system. Schedule
music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer
assist mode, set intro and
ending cues, hit the vocal
every time with your voice
tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and
more. The software is free,
there is a snail duplication
fee.
For more info call
406.665.1832.

WANT TO BUY

Collector want to buy: old
vintage
pro
gears,
compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles, amplifiers, mic
preamps,
speakers,
turntables, ECI working or
not, working transformers
(UTC
Western
Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin. RCA, Gates, Urei,
Altec, Pultec, Collins. Cash pick up 773-339-9035
Equipment Wanted: old,
obsolete, or unused signal
processing, recording, and
playback equipment. Limiters,
preamps, EU, mixing desks,
microphones, tape machines
(cassette and reel), etc.
Donations gladly accepted;
asking prices considered. 443854-0725
or
ajkivi@gmail.com.

Lielug

MEfiLIllaii,

cr-eitalle
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will get it!
SCUM, INC. 1800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
S
If we don't have it, we

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

Marti SR- 10 — Synthesized
UHF —
RPU
Receiver.
$600.00 — David Hood - 317684-8128

WANT TO SELL

NEW ORUSED

COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STLJTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS. Inc. 800)438 -6040
You Know

e Know Rau o

LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
WANT TO BUY

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
&670's, any Pultec EQ's & any
other
old
tube
compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST - 214 738-7873 or
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS !

ADVERTISE!

Transmitter Bandpass filter —
Power Rating at 5KW or more
—Freq 101.9 FM — Call John at
928-425-7186
or
email
bill@gila1019.com but must
place" for John" in the subi
line.
Donations Needed

All Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios
stations need Equipment.
Will offer tax deduction letter,
You determine donation value,
We
will
pay
shipping.
Equipment shared between
three Wisconsin stations.
Looking for Mics, Mixers, field
equipment, etc. You name it.
Email: Dan@WIECradio.org

interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC,
ITU-R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata with Probe 31"
contour to contour protection using FMCommanierl"

SATELLITE

Q Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocatiol

EQUIPMENT

studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro

Paradise Datacom —Satellite
KU Band ( Digital Audio).
Complete business/System
Equipment. Will se4tup at your
location. Currently on the air.
Available
July
2008. $29,000. Call 800-765-8036
After 6PM EST.

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www.v-soft.Ci,

FM translators in Bradenton,
FL and central Florida and
Jacksonville,
NC.
Visit
www.bbnradio.org/sale for
specifics.

STATIONS
STUDIOTRANSMITTER LINKS

WANT TO SELL

RADIO MANAGERS: make ' 08
great...Buy
your
own!!
AM's, FM, Combos, and
Clusters for sale: Large,
Medium and Small Southern
markets. Take charge of your
life and call today! 256-6132630
Dave Hedrick &
Associates

2T"
rr

Q Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain- 3D

WANT TO SELL

(STL) AND RPU
WANT TO SELL

Harris Digital STL Xmtr CD
Link, Digital STL Receiver
9501 - Excellent condition.
Priced $5800.00 - Call Gene
Huff - 606-877-1326 or email
wygeradio@yahoo.com

TAPES/CARTS/REELS
/CDs
WANT TO BUY

Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

www.radioworld.com
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange

I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live
band remotes, etc. Stations
like KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB,
KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA,
etc... Feel free to call me at
415-383-6216 or you can
email
me
at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

Q Create stunning ' real-world" coverage maps and

Search for FM channels under spacings and

COMPLETE
FACILITIES

•
Teire

Blueboxes
FM Exciters
Zephyrs
FM Power Amps
POTS Codecs SR's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment

WANT TO SELL

Three ( 3)
Linux-based
Smartcasters & Server, 3
RIDZ 9ch. switchers & 1
Smart-Touch live interface.
All in good working order.
Digital
Program
Director
music
scheduler
Smartcaster
production
software incl. Operates in
classic DOS mode & newer
"Magic View" interface for live
ops. Manuals & 3 " breakout"
blocks for closures are incl.
Buyer supplies K, V, & M.
Packaged at 1/2 the original
price, only $ 16,700, free
shipping. Carroll Broadcasting
989-362-3417
or
eng@wkjc.com

Langley-Rice
Gradient
Shading

.37

•
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5285 Shawnee Rd., Ste. 100 Alexandria, VA 22312-2334

PHONE: 703-852-4600 FAX: 703-852-4582
Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2008
1x

6x

13x

26x

32x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

110

105

100

95

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

90

80

70

65

Distributor Directory

135

130

125

1ZO

Professional Card

105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services $ 205

175

150

130

110

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

radioworld.com Line ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$16 additional

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-852-4611 or e-mail:
cvanveen@nbmedia.com to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

The Coverage Map Store

•FCC Applic ations and field Engineering
• Frequency Searches and Coordination

REALcoverage.com

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
• [ MC Test IabFCC and European ill (

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
F

in(044 umleng.Faim

651-784-7445

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

Fax (851)784-7541

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

FROM STOCK

FASTER...
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

I , cnig Vern ier
ttttt

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
ANUFNVTVfLPTUDTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Vr

ft

Ca13.113C101.111tagarliEVICIllf

oftware for your PC

GRAHAUBROCK, I
NC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONsi IIAN TS

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

'
X St:Mkt,:

Held Work:Antenna and

•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

Facilities Desium

Over 45 years engineering
and consulting experience

!nail: link@surcom.com

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

-- I
i

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

Full Service From Allocation to
Operation AM/FM/IN/At

•Cost effective mapping

9049 Shady Grove ( sun
Gaithersburg, MD 26877
Mullaney
(
3011921-0115
Engineering, Inc.
Fax 1301) 590-9757
71(01
mullaneyahrultenm.com

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

www.grahambrock.com

NW Oa on the web al WPM, racboaottoonl
Opppreal Sq.. OE. Detnores1 SA -7116.754-2125

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?

C

CMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. INC.
RAW f..0...,11...1.51.ENCIMEE MG CO>19111,NTS

he AM. FM, TV coverage & Upgrades
àa Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering

Look no further, you're in the right place!

Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahi

web: www.surcom.com

"Upgrading your
facilities? Call me f
equipment that best
INC. lIts your needs!"
e

sed

YOU KNOW WE KNOW

RADIO ,

John Lackness
Sales
210-775-2725
P.O.Bcx 932 • Cibolo, TX 78108

johnl@scmsinc.com
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES AND RENTALS

PO. Box 1130
Tel ( 856)985-0077
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax: ( 856)985-812‘/

Radia Weld

WWW.COMmtechrf.com,

Out with the old...

Broadcast Equipment

...In

Exchange

with
the new!

Buying Or Settin
Used
Equipment?

PROMOTE
YOUR
BUSINESS!

ADVERTISE!
1DVERTISE!

NEED TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW
EQUIPMENT YOU ORDERED?
Sell your used equipment here
in the pages of Radio World
Broadcast Equipment Exchange.

Radio

DON'T LET YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT

information, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703-852-4611.
cvanveen@

If you have any questions regarding the
procedure, you can call Claudia at
703-852-4611 or email -ter at
cvanveen@nbmedia.com tor more information.

NEW address
5285 Shawnee Road, Stine 10('
Alexandria, VA 22312

NEW phone #
lain: 703-852-4600 • Fax: 703-852-4583

For more information, including rates &

1-703-852-4611.

Example: cvanveenenbmeclia.com

'

nbmedia.com

tleach Broadcast Professionals!
deadlines, call Claudia Vai Veen at

NEW email

(NewBay!

For more

It's easy.. send Claudia an e-mail or
faesnail" mail the Action- Gram. We'll run your,
FREE listin ( s) for two consecutive issues!

We've MOVED!!

DVERTISE!

woo

eees 'eve
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ECONCO NEW TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626
INT1: + 1-530-662-7553

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

www.econco.com

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.
TELEPHONE

TEST-METERING-

EQUIPMENT/HYBRIDS

MONITORING

WANT TO SELL

Quantity of Studio Hub link
panels, adapters available.
Telco Systems chassis and 24
channel' cards for telephone
system. Call for entire lis. Tim
Braddock 646-957-3610 or
email: njtim@fuse.net

Test Equipment: 1. Spectrum
analyzer 2. FM Field Strength
Meter 3. Analog I3ird Thruline
wattmeter w/ slugs Call
John at 928-425-7186 or
email bill@gila1C19.com but
must place" for John" in the
subi line.

D

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

Motorola • Tcshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductois

737-2787

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT. STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS. TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS
711111111•"

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &

fiM
•.1

EEV

Outside US. (352)592-7800
Se Habla Español
P.O. Box 6409
Spring Hill. FL 34611

e

New STL & Remote controls

HELP WANTED

CLEARCHANNEL

FM Translator at 104.5 Manchester, KY Call Joey
Kesler 606-343-9999

CLEAR CHANNEL RADIO has openings for Engineers and
Engineering Managers in several markets. Successful
candidates must be highly skilled not only in technical
matters, but also exhibit strong management or people
skills. These positions will have substantial hands on
requirements, so if you are looking for a desk job, this
probably isn't for you. Clear Channel Radio leads the
industry in technological innovation and support for quality
engineering. We offer Excellent Pay, Technical Training
Programs, 401k, Employee Stock Purchase Plans, Great
Benefits and many Opportunities for growth and
advancement. If you have great technical skills and are
ready to learn and work with our highly qualified team....
Contact: Steve Davis - SVP Engineering, Clear Channel
Radio, 2625 S. Memorial Drive, Ste. A, Tulsa, OK 74129,
Phone:
918.664.4581,
Fax:
918.664.3066
stevedavis@clearchannel.com. Clear Channel is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

WANT TO SELL

POSITIONS WANTED

um"

,

I
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transcom@fmamtv.com
800 441 8454

215-938-7361(fax)

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL

Energy-Onix MK,5.5 & ECO 15 Transmitters
are
fully
operational, currently on-air at
KCVO & KCVX.
Exciters
included. The ECO- 15 is only 5
years old. MK 5.5 = $7500.00
ECO15 = $18,000.
Call Jim
McDermott - 800-336-0917

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040

AtdVe rtS
For

ntorm ion cenlaci
Claudia Van Veen A
703-852-4611
or cvanveen'd nbmedia corn

352-592-7800
Fax 352-596-48M

EMPLOYMENT

•

Make Your Move.

211:
BEST SERVICE
Weber, mnubedrelerlreakteole

Custom Retuning
New Cable
New Antennas

You Know We Know Radio"

Ft
. STOck.

1-800-881-2374

/

S

Fq 0 ,
14

To Order:

Contact us kw quctes on:

Studio & Test Equipment

1,..•

USA DISTRIBUTOR

Transmitters from
Leading Man uf acturers

FM Exciters - STLs -

seadboou

ElOOADCASTieal)

Used AM and FM

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

Pro-Tek®

•
nal•

sockets/ports, ne« & rebuih call Goatdi Ent. at
night,
www

www.fmamtv.com

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

•

402 4
.
9
9L14
:i
ritente;lczes.c070•

,Transcorn
Lorporation

21s-938-7304

C Electronics

An Internal ional
Distributor of RF Components

C1MAC •TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

ADVERTISE!

•

TUBE

TUBES & COMPONENTS

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS!
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NEW

Year 2002 Omr itronix 10KW
AM Solid State Transmitter Taken out of service due
to a power increase Frequency
1090
kHz Condition - Excellent Pictures
available upon request Transmitter is in Pensacola,
FL
Price: $ 14,900
plus
shipping costs - OR BEST
OFFER - Call: Art White
770-632-1295 or E-mail:
whitearthur@bellsouth.net
Two AM MW- 10 Transmitter,
One On 1030, lo WV- One On
1040, In NC - Assemble One
From 2. Keep Remainder For
Spare Parts.
Make Offer.
Contact Vernon H. Baker
WPAR FM 540-961-2377 or
vbaker@vtacs.com

CCA AM 10 000 D - Call John
KOSS 928-425-7186 between
10 & 6PM 'Pacific Time.

67 kHz ( SCA Channel 1) Used
or repairatle (
with manuals
if available) - call John
517-316-5307
AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase
Monitors,
Rf
Switches, AM Transmitters.
Continental Communications
314-664-4497,
Contcom rr©S bcg lobal . Net

ARM entitle
Advertise, your employment e•cl
on our web site for only
1lLt per word!

ractioworld.com
CM! Claudia
for as the details at
703-852-4611

Extremely Technically and
Digital savvy, with vast
experience as AV Technician.
Incredibly positive, dedicated
and reliable. Notably creativity,
plus relatable on-air. Morris
214-414-4856;
Jefferson
mjefferson80@yahoo.com
Strong News delivery. Tight
boards, and behind scene
ability. Very technical, and
detail oriented with problem
solving skills. Dependable,
and Organized. Jeff Autrey
903-451-4756;
autrey00@embarqmail.com

www.radioworld.com

Are you a small market
station needing a good
nuts & bolts engineer in the
LA area? I will make
your station shine! CET,
fully FCC Licensed. Available
for Full/Part-time/Contract
work. Available immediately.
Mitchell Rakoff, 917-324-8466
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
Extremely
knowledgeable
and articulate racing writer/
talk
show
host
Adam
Amick
is
available
for
shows,
correspondent,
features, etc.
Check out
www.bleacherreport.com
or
www.rubbinsracingshow.conn
for
samples.
Call
214-384-5812
or
email:
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com

ADS GET POSTED THE NEST BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS ,
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOMEI

wvremadiow.
Call Gaudio Von Veen fa all the details ot

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?

IN
THE RIGHT
PLACE'
•IOU IRE

1J

1

ft

'

g;

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

For more information, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703-852-4611
or cvanveen@nbmedia.com
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Long Live
Free Radio
This letter originally was sent to
KZOK(FM) in Seattle.
I'm sitting here at work listening to
KZOK on my little SanDisk Sansa, yet
another iPod wannabe.
It's afun little device — tiny, inexpensive and full of features. It's also full of
music. I've ripped most of my CDs in
what has turned out to be atedious neverending task that makes me crave better
ways to spend my time; like weeding the
yard or cleaning the garage.
I've been using my Sansa for more than
a year now. There are several hundred
songs on it, and usually Itell the thing to
play random selections all day long.
This morning Irealized that even with
hundreds of songs available, it just isn't
picking what Iwant. It seems you need
thousands of songs, or at least songs from
hundreds of artists, otherwise they all
start to sound the same.
Imean, Ilove progressive rock and so
it stands to reason that I'd love it whenever Dream Theater pops up in random
rotation, right? Maybe so for the first few
months but ayear later ... it's starting to
"pull me under."
One problem with listening to music
that I've bought: It's all stuff I've bought.
Ican't buy everything and Ican't afford
to waste cash by taking chances on CDs
that Ihaven't heard of, so Imostly stick
with the familiar, which means it all
sounds familiar; it all sounds the same.
So, this morning Iremembered that
my Sansa has FM radio and clicked to
that mode. Wow, it's been nice. Each
song is something that Ienjoy, but that I
wouldn't necessarily pick for myself.
KZOK knows how to pick songs; me, not
so much. Can my MP3 player pick
music? Not really.
First of all, it only can pick from what
I've already picked and loaded. Then, if I
take the time to fill up "playlists" or use
"genre"-based features, Ifind it's really
no better than plain random mode.
Plus, here's the key thing — actual
live KZOK people can do something a
computer can't: put afinger on the pulse
of things. If it's the holidays; or if it's a
sunny day in the middle of several weeks
of rain; or if Seattle is in some funk or
collectively excited about whatever,
KZOK can play the music that fits. Your
pros can make these judgments; my MP3
player can't.
Having said that, screw MP3 and long
live free radio.
Joe Trofimczuk
Bellevue, Wash.

Try Something
New

Apercentage of proceeds from the sale of the Heil Pink Pearl PR
benefits the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation.

Now that I'm semi-retired, Ican make
afew bucks on the side, and have discovered that there's aneed for people locally
who can repair tube radios.
So I've been getting some old AM
things from the ' 40s. Turns out, none of
the owners really want to listen to what's
out there. Worse, Idid something Inever
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thought I'd do: my first iPod audio jack
installation.
The owner (who is 34 and in ademographic now courted by stations) summed
up why he wanted to do this: "Iespecially don't want to learn how to hate anybody, Idon't want to be told that if Ivote
Democrat that the world's coming to an
end, and Idon't speak Spanish. If there
were music on AM, any music whatsoever besides oom-pa-pa, Imight consider
listening."
So you could say that people in my
community are deserting the AM band.
But it appears that time also may be running out for those who own FM terrestrial
stations.
Ishop regularly at afairly popular natural foods store. For years, an FM radio
piped in various forms of post- 1970 music
from local stations. Last month, Inoticed
something radically different. In fact, one
woman was even humming along to the
music coming from the PA system: some
'50s, some ' 60s and stuff that didn't reach
#1, 2or 3, along with alive DJ.
Radical! And totally unsafe according
to bean-counters. What's up with that?
The answer came a few minutes later
when they identified on-air as a (brand
name deleted) satellite radio channel.
Said the manager: "We were getting
tired of hearing the same stuff over and
over again, and so were our customers.
It's amazing how many stations play
Creedence Clearwater Revival. And why
are they all playing the same five
Creedence songs? My God, they're even
playing the same (Creedence) songs on
our local jazz station. Didn't these guys
record albums too? With satellite radio,
we get what we pay for: jazz, and an
endless supply of songs no one dares to
play on FM."
Ihave alove for radio, so Icontinue to
listen. But what Ihear continues to annoy
me.
Last week an out-of-town classic rock
station decided it would be agood idea to
let listeners phone in their top 10 faves,
and the station would play them (as long
as it's post- 1970). Guess what? Now our
classic rock station is doing the same
thing! So it's pretty obvious, abean-counter has decided that this idea is now "safer
Why wait for some bean-counter programmer to tell you it's safe before you
try anything new? Such is a snapshot of
terrestrial radio in Sonoma County,
Calif., 2008. Not very healthy.
Brother Duke Evans
Santa Rosa,
f

cali .

How to ...
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Reasons to Embark on a ' Green Strategy'
Manufacturer Explains Why It Chose to Adopt

a common goal are encouraged. Our
customers are individuals too, who have chilwithin the new group, which
dren and wish to raise
helps them to give the best of
them in a safe and
themselves.
"green" world.
The "green" strategy also
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPM
Finally, the " green"
is a way to drive brainstrategy is good for innoA COMPANY VALUE
storming for employees.
vation. Iam thoroughly
euriemai decided to expand its re p
,
approach
Everyone has ideas in this
convinced
that progress
SO 14001 to environmental
concerns
that
carne
about
through
ficati
domain; positive thoughts
I certi on . Sustainable development is not a fad.
will save us from progress.
are easily shared.
Our engineers, and many
clear
The company's
ents are simple and
Fourth, the " green"
from other companies in our
•Recychng
strategy" is good for busiindustry, are ready to find
•Water and
gy conservation
ness. Many customers in
clever solutions. Give them a
•Reductions In
consump on
otsposabte green product
the world today impose
challenge and a direction,
specific requirements on
•Construction of a new
duchon pl
and soon they will come up
HOE: High Environmental Ouaiity eco-frienr;
suppliers that integrate
with asolution.
concrete benefits for the
Istill can remember the
environment, such as
Concrete actans aiming to offs
answer of our team when we
P duchon of greenhOose gas haveavadable
started.
recyclable packing,
asked them to reduce electrical
throu h compensation of CO2 ernissrons for
management of batterconsumption and product
ample, or COnOrete enviromnental actions
Cntle Senegal Co/ornb and the
decl
ies and recycling prodwaste: "Let's create software
States
Un
ucts at the end of their
and stop building hardware."
lifespan. Many clients
After that, we began the transiaround the world are
tion to a more digitally- based
sensitive to the issue
architecture.
of the environment.
Why not create an award for
Fortunately we
"Green Innovation" at the NAB
can be proud that we live in
Show this year? That will drive
aworld where citizenship and positive actions for
our engineers, for sure. e

Environmental Practices and Why You Should Too
by Bruno Rost
CEO
The Audemat Group
Dear industrial friends and broadcast customers,
For anumber of years, the Audemat group has invested in sustainable development. We have always integrated practices that are relevant to the environment. We consider the environment when we design our new products.
Last summer, we obtained ISO 14001 certification.
Today we are one of the few members of the broadcast
industry to engage itself in global environmental
awareness.
This action becomes more relevant as the planet is
becoming "asthmatic." The majority of scientists agree
that global warming is at least partly due to human
activity. The majority of world leaders are convinced
that urgent action needs to be taken. Help and support
for limiting greenhouse gases is growing, development
around renewable energies is advancing.
As passionate participants in the radio and television
industry, we are all under pressure to reach objectives
set by our shareholders and our customers, the broadcast
operators.
On that note, Iwant to state that, to our surprise,
being a "green" company doesn't mean restraints and
the imposition of drastic, anti-business or anti-profit
practices. On the contrary. In the case of Audemat, setting some environmentally friendly measures in place
was quite easy. Today, we even realize that there are
many economic advantages within this approach.
We identified five good reasons to embark on the
"green strategy."
Good for business, good for the planet
First, the "green" strategy is as good way to save
money.
Here is alist of simple actions that can enable you to
save without much effort: Use less paper by printing on
both sides of apage; decrease energy consumption by
using low-consumption light bulbs; switch off computers and unused equipment; recover rain water to water
plants; heat water using solar panels; use mugs and
glasses for coffee and water instead of disposable cups;
and put a filter on tap water instead of buying bottled
water.
Second, the "green" strategy is amarketing feature as
it can save money for our customers, both radio and television, when we design products with low electrical
consumption and longer life spans.
At Audemat we have designed amulti-function product with its own label: " Radio All in One." Our
Digiplexer is an audio processor, stereo generator, RDS
encoder, remote control unit and audio backup within
one single rack. For our customers, the electrical consumption is reduced by 75 percent and at the end of the
product's life, there is less waste for the planet.
We are always working on increasing the lifespan and
efficiency of our products. A product that lasts twice as
long means half the environmental cost of manufacturing and recycling. A more efficient and longer-lasting
product also is agood benefit for our customers.
Our FM liquid-cooled transmitters ( 5 and 10 kW)
benefit from the liquid-cooled technology. Compared to
their air-cooled equivalent, the components operate at a
lower temperature and last much longer.
Our R&D department works daily on replacing features that used to require hardware with new and powerful software modules.
Third, the "green strategy" can be apositive management tool that drives energy and establishes values
throughout the company. An employee who respects the
environment is more likely to respect his co-workers,
and respect the place at which he works as well as its
customers, if the company adopts "green" practices.
Environmental values are apositive guide during the
acquisition of another company. The employees coming
from the purchased company can find common values
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•READER'S
Fill the Engineering Pool
In response to your interesting editorial on recruiting broadcast radio engineers ("Who's Speaking to the
Students?," Dec. 5), you should try recruiting from the
ranks of amateur radio operators.
Technologists who are oriented towards radio frequency technology tend to start out and continue in
amateur radio.
You could place advertisements in QST, the magazine of the American Radio Relay League. The
ARRL is the national organization of amateur radio
operators. Its Web site is www.arrLorg.
Also, the broadcasting industry may be suffering
from "credentials creep," where they are expecting too
many technical job holders to be graduate professional
engineers. It may be the case that many of these technical jobs can be filled by technicians who are not professional engineers.
Various organizations such as the SBE, NARTE and
ISCET certify electronics technicians in the radio field.
With abroader pool of qualified applicants, the radio stations should be able to fill their technical staffing needs.
Nickolaus E. Leggett
Reston, Va.
Ienjoyed your follow-up article about the dearth of
future engineers. One of the IEEE groups Ibelong to
strives to promote engineering as acareer.
The IEEE has some trifold brochures Iuse whenever
Ican. Ibring them to my ham radio club meetings, flea
markets and other suitable places. If you want some you
can contact the IEEE Precollege Education Committee
in Washington at (202) 785-0017. Ask for the "My
Science, My Math, My Engineering" brochures. Iasked
for 50 and they gladly mailed them to me.
Along those lines, have you noticed the PSAs that
have been running on TV (or at least on PBS) promoting chemistry? Chemistry has gotten a bad rap over
the past decade or two, so there is acorresponding
lack of chemists and biologists. Now the industry has
had these PSAs made.
To illustrate the downplay of chemistry, have you
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noticed that DuPont has changed its slogan from
"Better things for better living through chemistry" to
simply "Better things for better living"?
There's also a very old company in New Jersey
called National Lead. About 20 years ago it changed
its name to just "NL" to hide the evil "L" word.
It would be nice if the IEEE or some similar group
organized an ad campaign like the chemistry people
have. No wonder other countries trump us all the time
in math and science scores.
H. Robert Schroeder, N2HX
Communications and Warning Officer
N.J. Office of Emergency Mgt.
West Trenton, N.J.

Focus on Content
The "Recalibrate Expectations" editorial (Oct. 10) gave
me pause for avariety of reasons. The "slow and steady
progress toward default status among stations and
receivers" smacks of mandating IBOC across the country.
The entire editorial gave me the impression that the initial marketing scheme of IBOC has failed and now needs
to be subtly implemented to the point that broadcasters
and consumers will have no other options. Forcing an
unpopular and technically inferior broadcast medium on
everyone today is, at best, an evolutionary dead end.
Nothing will take the place of compelling programming. This will be most readily apparent with the later
iterations of the WiMax technology. Satellite and terrestrial radio, as we know it today, will then become aquaint
technology used only by asmall niche of the population.
Until that occurs, radio needs to focus on content
and total product quality, and not more poor-quality
same ol'-same ol' in our current band space.
R. V Zeigler
Director of Engineering
Nebraska Rural Radio Assn.
Lexington, Neb.
RW welcomes reader IBOC experiences and perspectives, pro or con. Write to radioworld@nbmeclia.com.
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Okay, Paul. You want to know why
IBOC is going nowhere fast? Because
just like AM stereo and the expanded
band, nobody ever asked the vast majority of radio station owners.
What passed for leadership in our
industry made the best deal they could to
make themselves richer, and the owners
of the other 8,000 licensed stations were
just expected to go along.
Ihave always operated on the theory that
my programming was abetter selling point
than my signal strength. If you put something on the air that people want to hear,
they'll fiddle with the dial to tune it in.
Bluntly, IBOC does nothing for the
owner of a local AM station, a smallmarket AM station or a small- market
FM station. And precious little for anyone else.
Here are the economics: If Iwanted to
get my FM station in Winnemucca, Nev.,
set up for "HD" radio, it would cost me,
excluding the equipment, a $ 15,000
"license" fee and 3 percent of my additional revenue.
Why would Iever want to share the
additional revenue Iwork so hard to get
with abunch of clowns who can't even
get the car manufacturers to do what XM
and Sirius were able to do?
Never gonna happen.
And to introduce an IBOC system for
AM, which flat-out does not work and
just craps up the band, verges on the
criminally stupid.
When this system was being debated,
Rob Glaser was introducing RealAudio.
Iremember suggesting at a meeting of
my colleagues that perhaps we already

dog in the fight." It was well- written,
frank and honest; agood piece of work.
Thank you also for your coverage of
the WYSL-WBZ adjacent-channel interference matter ("Rochester Station Says
IBOC Interferes"). You now know that a
second FCC complaint has been filed. We
will follow this up with written statements from local law enforcement, the
district attorney and members of the New
York state and congressional delegations,
to file with the FCC to warn that the
WBZ degradation of WYSL's nighttime
coverage poses a threat to public safety
and communications — including the
Emergency Alert System.
If CBS continues to delay and dither,
we'll have no choice but to file afederal
lawsuit and seek an injunction, and at the
same time we may petition the FCC for a
refund of our regulatory use fees. We
pay good money for the use of our frequency, and WYSL is being deprived of
our spectrum use by the very agency
which charges us for it.
Barry McLarnon's companion piece
about HD AM (" Enough Is Enough")
combines analysis free of the usual IBOC
hysteria and hucksterism with unassailable technical evidence based by solid,
provable facts. It's astark contrast to Cris
Alexander's smug pro-HD advocacy and
cynically skewed, inaccurate data ("AM
Nighttime IBOC: Apocalypse or No?,"
Oct. 10).
Hopefully CBS and others will get the
message. The sooner rational thinking
prevails, the sooner the industry can move
Imust congratulate RW on your fine edion and find areal solution. IBOC AM is
torial ("AM IBOC in Distress?," Dec. 5).
no cure for AM radio's ills. It's laetrile.
It's asober and balanced view of aseriBob Savage
ous situation, which needs to be addressed
President/CEO
promptly; and acourageous stand for a
WYSL(AM)
publication, which is unavoidably fed by
Avon, N.Y.
major equipment manufacturers "with a

had adigital algorithm that would work,
and why don't we take an AM station,
go all- digital emission and see if it
would work.
Ihad adaytimer at the time Iwas willing to experiment with. Icalled the FCC
the next day and it said Imight be able to
get an experimental license to try this but
don't get my hopes up. And, oh yes, if it
did grant such adeal, Iwould have to run
it without commercials.
So USA Digital comes along and actually gets asystem approved that doesn't
work. And I'm supposed to drop everything I'm doing and get my wheelbarrow
out, fill it with money and buy that system? And keep paying them after Ido?
Thanks but no thanks.
Like most crappy deals that come
down the pike for small operators, I'll
pass. I'd rather support the merger of XM
and Sirius and buy one of their surplus
channels when they merge. Their stuff
works and Ibet Ican make money programming achannel.
The smartest thing the HD Radio promoters can do is to sell out to someone
who actually understands the business.
Perhaps the merged XM and Sirius.
Fred Weinberg
Las Vegas

Find a Real
Solution
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Would you process all these different voices
the exact same way? Of COURSE Not!
The new VORSIS M-1 Digital Microphone Processor is individually
designed for ALL of your on- air talent at truly affordable prices. Only with
the VORSIS M-1 do you get individual presets, fully adjustable compression
and expansion, multi- band EQ ( either pre or post dynamics), high and low
pass filters, de-esser, and built-in phantom power. And all of it available via
our easy- access graphic interface. The M-1 Digital Mic Processor — anew
level in voice management.
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Don't Just Bring Your HD Channel Along for the Ride
The VORSIS AP- 1000 has acompletely separate fine grained
processor dedicated just to HD, so you can tweak your HD
sound to deal with bit reduced audio while leaving your FM
sound uncompromised.
Here's what professionals who've tried the
AP- 1000 have to say:
"By far the best processor I've ever used."
"It achieved greater loudness with asmoother
sound right out of the box."
"Your GUI is so well designed Ididn't even need
to read the manual to get started."
"Love the box!!! The sound of the station is vastly
improved...it's loud, wide and clear"
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